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The World Steel Association (Worldsteel) recently 
released its Short Range Outlook (SRO) for 
2021 and 2022. Worldsteel forecasts that steel 

demand will grow by 5.8% in 2021 to reach 1 874.0 
million metric tons (Mt), after declining by 0.2% in 
2020. In 2022 steel demand will see further growth 
of 2.7% to reach 1 924.6 Mt.

The current forecast assumes that the ongoing 
second or third waves of COVID-19 infections will 
stabilise in the second quarter and that steady 
progress on vaccinations will be made, allowing 
a gradual return to normality in major steel-
using countries. Demand from automotive and 
construction sectors offer the best prospects for 

growth, the report says.
It is not surprising that China heads up the list with a growth of 9.1% forecast. 

This relates to a consumption of 1 024.9 million Mt in 2021. That’s a staggering 
figure if you consider the association forecasts that Africa will grow by 8.3% in 2021 
and by 5.9% in 2022 after contracting by 9.4% in 2020. The figures in tons are 35.6 
Mt for 2020, 38.6 million Mt for 2021 and 40.9 million Mt for 2022. That equates 
to Africa only consuming 3.77% of the amount of what China will consume in 2021. 

Approximate figures for China’s population are 1.398 billion and for Africa 
it is 1.216 billion. There is not much difference in population (13%) but a huge 
difference in the steel consumption. You should not assume without facts but there 
could be similar differences for many other products in all spheres of industry and 
life. 

According to the report China’s economy quickly rebounded from the lockdown 
in late February 2020, and almost all economic activity except retailing resumed full 
productivity by May. Since then, despite sporadic small localised waves of COVID-
19, economic activity has not been affected by the pandemic, unlike the rest of the 
world.

The Chinese economy benefited from the government’s implementation of 
various measures to stimulate the economy. From several new infrastructure 
projects and accelerating existing projects, to relaxing control over the real estate 
sector and tax reduction to boost household consumption. On top of this the 
economy benefitted from strong exports as the rest of the world was affected by the 
pandemic.

But what are these exports. It is widely reported that China is not bountiful in its 
mineral resources – and many other commodities –hence its big interest in Africa. 
It is said that more than three-quarters of exports are attractive to consumers: 
Computers and computer accessories; cell phones and other telecommunications 
equipment; furniture, appliances and other household goods; clothing and shoes; 
toys, sporting goods, and TVs, radios and other consumer electronics. The remaining 
25 per cent of exports are industrial supplies and industrial machinery. And this 
must be the worry for manufacturers worldwide.

In a recent interview with Philipp Burgener, Managing Director of Bystronic Sales 
AG on the announcement of the opening of DNE Laser South Africa I asked him 
what the trend was in Europe with regard to Chinese equipment: “The ability to offer 
equipment that meets the budget requirements across all spheres of manufacturers 
is not just an emerging countries development. Budget conscious companies in 
Europe are also looking for the economical, entry level equipment that does not 
come with complex and expensive features. This is the fastest growing segment 
of the market and machine manufacturers are feeling the pressure to provide 
solutions, otherwise they must be prepared to lose out.” 

This emphasises the point that it is not just 
consumer goods from China that are penetrating the 
rest of the world.
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Automating machining operations is at the top of the list 
of goals for most manufacturers, as needs and capital 
expenditure budgets allow. Most of us understand, 

perhaps all too well, the drivers of automation are the skilled 
workers gap, rising costs of materials, narrowing profit 
margins, competitive pressures, greater production flexibility, 
and other familiar efficiency issues.

Of course there is the “coolness factor” of factory 
automation, too, but 
even those sorts of 
fun techno aspirations 
need to have a positive 
financial outcome. We 
are businesspeople, 
after all. This past 
year, the COVID-19 
pandemic impacted the 
existing workforce; many 
employees were either 
out with the illness or out 
having to quarantine from 
exposure. There were 
also many new pandemic 
protocols in place, 
such as in-plant social 
distancing requirements. 

This alone pushed many parts producers to install automation 
equipment, primarily robotics, sooner than planned.

As an automation equipment and software provider, the 
enquiries we receive often include the following statement: 
“I know I need to get new CNC machine tools to do this.” 
The short reply from us is, “No, you don’t.” Certainly there 
are caveats to that response, such as an understanding 
of the types and ages of the current machine tools and 

the firm’s short and 
long-term automation 
goals. However, the 
overriding sentiment 
that an organisation 
needs to invest in one 
or several brand-new 
CNC machine tools to 
get an adequate, interim 
level of automation is 
the prevailing myth we 
confront when speaking 
with manufacturers.

I am officially ousting 
that myth right now.

I can cite many cases 
in which our company 
added robots or pallet 

VIEW   POINT

Dispelling factory automation  
myth #1

On today’s assembly floors and manufacturing centres, CNC machines are among the most sought after devices. Computer Numerical Control 
(CNC) devices include mills, lathes, drills, and nearly any other bit of machinery a manufacturing floor needs. CNC technology allows machines 

to be programmed to perform a wide range of operations according to exact specifications. The same operation can be repeated, allowing 
manufacturers to produce goods created with the exact same process every time, improving cost-effectiveness and efficiency


The primary method for achieving Industry 4.0 is to augment existing operations 

to be conducive to an intelligent environment
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automation to existing equipment already in the factory, 
providing the same level of return on investment and other 
benefits as new machine installations. This is simplest to do 
when there is a cell configuration already in place, for example 
with two or more CNC machine tools and with all handling, 
loading/unloading of parts, and programmes accomplished by 
an operator. If the machines are five-years-old or newer, they 
can usually accommodate additional, intelligent functionality. 
If they are older than that, for instance 10 to 15-years-old with 
PLCs, we generally do need to upgrade the control system to a 
true CNC 32-bit operating system.

When 
the system is 
retrofitted with 
newer CNC 
controls, we can 
add automation. 
Further, as long as 
the installation has 
that technology 
backbone, 
a company 
can acquire a 
“smart” software 
interface to tie in 
dynamic (versus 
manual) part 
and programme 
changes on the 
robot, automatic 
scheduling 
priorities, and 
other intelligence.

First modular 
step

For some 
companies, yes, 
this interim phase 
just addresses 
current needs 
until a greater 
investment can be 
made more aligned 
with the long-term 
goal of a wholly 
connected shop. 
Yet rather than a 
dead end, it can 
be viewed as the 
first modular step 
on the automation 
road as long as 
there is ample 
open computer 
architecture to be 
able to add to it as 
time goes on.

On the other 
hand, it may be 
that this particular 
installation 
is indeed an 
independent, 
stand-alone 
cell that can’t 
technologically 

become a connected part of the larger whole. Even so, it is still 
a solution to address current needs, and we do what we have 
to do to stay in business. But the idea that you must purchase 
one or more brand new CNC machine tools to undertake this 
endeavour whether it’s for a lone cell or the first step on the 
longer automation road is untrue. Myth dispelled.

This is the viewpoint of David Suica, President of Fastems 
LLC and it first appeared in Manufacturing Engineering
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Victor Fortune introduces  
the Victor Vcenter G135  

vertical machining center

Continuous 
developments at Victor 
Taichung’s new Smart 

factory in Taiwan have kept 
the Victor CNC machines at 
the forefront of technology 
and enabled them to keep 
up with the increasing 
demand from world markets.

Last year the new 
horizontal turning lathe 
model S26 was launched 
and is now the most popular 
of the standard machines. 
A recent offering is the new 
G 135 heavy-duty vertical 
machining center.

For manufacturers 
looking for a heavy-duty machining 
center that offers a stable platform 
for high material removal rates and that is capable of cutting 
particularly challenging materials, Victor has now introduced 
the Vcenter G135 vertical machining center.

Like all machine tools manufactured by Victor, build quality 
and rigidity is assured. Confirming its credentials beyond that 
of its competitors in the mid-sized VMC market segment is the 
meehanite casting with a wide base A-Frame design, a wide 
span column, four boxways and screw removers with a boxway 
width of 145mm and an overall machine weight of 11 500kg.

Upon this foundation of unparalleled stability is 1 400mm 
by 700mm table that can accommodate parts up to 2 200kg. 
With unfathomable rigidity and performance, the compact 
design provides a machine that 
is built to perform and built to 
last.

The 3-axis workhorse offers 
XYZ travels of 1 350mm by 
700mm by 700mm with a BT50 
spindle taper for maximum 
material removal rates. The 
powerful gearhead spindle 
design generates a power output 
of 18.5kW with an impressive 
torque level of 498Nm. 
Developed, manufactured and 
built in-house by Victor, the 6 
000rpm spindle has a gearhead 
design that retains maximum 
torque levels throughout the 

speed range.
This makes the Vcenter 

G135 the perfect choice for 
machining hard materials and 
exotic alloys with material 
removal rates that far exceed 
that of any other machine in 
its class. Furthermore, this 
power and stability enhance 
precision levels with a 
platform that also generates 
surface finishes and industry-
leading component quality.

The Victor Vcenter G135 
vertical machining center has 
an automatic tool change 
unit with 24 tool capacity that 
can accommodate tools with 

a maximum tool weight of up to 
15kg. The axis feed motor on the 

Vcenter G135 generates 3kW of power on all axes with a rapid 
feed rate of 20m/min and axis acceleration of 0.28G, which is 
driven through extremely large 50mm diameter ballscrews to 
further enhance stability.

As standard, the Victor Vcenter G135 is supplied with the 
latest Fanuc CNC control unit, fully enclosed splash guarding, 
spindle oil cooler, screw-type chip removal, bottom guarding 
for coolant flushing, rigid tapping, 3 step warning lights, auto 
power off and levelling pads.

The Vcenter G135 is available with a host of options to 
meet the exact requirements of the end-user. Options on 
the Vcenter G135 include a 4th and 5th axis interface for 

increased flexibility, 32 or 40 
tool ATC, the industry leading Big 
Plus spindle interface, probing for 
automatic tool and component 
measuring.

Additional options include 
through spindle coolant, 
chip conveyor with cart, air 
conditioning for the electrical 
cabinets and linear scales for 
enhanced precision levels. 
Customers can also select 
a table shower, oil skimmer, 
automatic doors, air and coolant 
guns and much more.

Quality is built into the DNA 
of the Victor brand of machine 

Last year the new CNC horizontal turning lathe model S26 was 
launched by Victor Fortune and is now the most popular  

of the standard machines

Victor Fortune has introduced the Victor Vcenter G135 
vertical machining center
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tools; with customers the world over 
being filled with the confidence that 
this brand is built to last. The build 
quality, longevity and performance 
of Victor machines is unparalleled. 
The combination of Victor quality and 
unwavering commitment to customer 
service and support gives manufacturers 
the confidence that their spindles will 
always achieve maximum uptime.

The Victor Vturn-S26 (CM) CNC 
turning center 

The Victor Vturn-S26 has been 
re-engineered to provide a host of 
features that include the option of a 
servo-powered C-axis to offer driven 
tooling stations. As with all Victor CNC 
machine tools, the foundation for the 
Vturn-S26 is a large, sturdy single-piece 
slant-bed. The single-piece design 
eliminates the possibility of coolant 
leakage, while the 30° design lowers 
the centre of gravity to enhance rigidity 
and performance. In addition, the new 
configuration provides a large swing 
diameter that enables end users to load 
larger billets.

The performance of the Vturn-S26 
is encapsulated in its 18/24m/min 
rapid feed rates, a 12-station live 
tooling turret, a BMT-65 turret that has 
an indexing time of just 0.8 seconds, while the 4.5kW motor 
delivers live tooling speeds of 4 000rpm with high levels 
of torque, rigidity and repeatability generated from Victor 
Taichung’s own turret configuration.

Despite its nimble and productive performance, the 
Vturn-S26 offers a spindle output of 22kW with 574Nm of 
torque, which permits heavy-duty cutting.

The Victor Vturn-S26 has an increased swing over the bed 
of 600mm compared to the 520mm on previous Vturn-26HD 
models, which increases the maximum turning diameter from 

410mm to 430mm.
The latest Fanuc 0iTF+ CNC control 

with 10.4” colour screen display and 
intuitive manual guide is fitted and a 
Kitagawa hydraulic chuck, programmable 
tailstock, chip conveyor, hand wheel, 
toolholders, coolant flush on Z-axis 
cover and a three-step warning light also 
feature.

Victor Fortune can also offer optional 
accessories that include a manual or auto 
tool pre-setter, part catcher, high-pressure 
coolant, barfeed interface, auto-door, 
tailstock center and, of course, C-axis.

Victor Vcenter-AX380 (5-axis 
machining)

When using the Victor Vcenter-AX380 
vertical machining center for processing 
multi-sided and complex parts you can 
expect reduced setups and improved 
accuracy. With an extremely rigid and 
tough column, the C-framed Vcenter-
AX380 presents a high feed rate 48 
m/min and high Z-axis acceleration 
0.75G to minimise spindle non-cutting 
time. Coupled with a powerful 12 000 
rpm spindle and trunnion type tilting 
table (A+C axes) with innovative non-
backlash rollercam mechanism it 
offers an excellent solution for small 
part machining. The Vcenter-AX380 

5-axis machining center effectively upgrades the cutting 
performance with higher accuracy and efficiency, a tool 
change of only six seconds, a twin arm type ATC with 
bi-directional random selection for 30 tool magazine offers 
quick tool change and optimal reliability, an upgraded SK-40/
BBT-40 tooling system linked with the stronger tool pull stud, 
XYZ travels of  700mm by 500mm by 540mm, a table size 
380mm and a maximum table load 200kg. 

For further details contact Victor Fortune on  
TEL: 011 392 3800 or visit www.victor.co.za

When using the Victor Vcenter-AX380 vertical machining center for 
processing multi-sided and complex parts you can expect reduced 

setup times and improved accuracy. The Vcenter-AX380 5-axis 
machining center effectively upgrades the cutting performance with 
higher accuracy and efficiency, a tool change of only six seconds, a 
twin arm type ATC with bi-directional random selection for 30 tool 

magazine offers quick tool change and optimal reliability, an 
upgraded SK-40/BBT-40 tooling system linked with the stronger tool 
pull stud, XYZ travels of 700mm by 500mm by 540mm, a table size 

380mm and a maximum table load 200kg

The larger Victor Fortune Vcenter-AX630 5-axis machining  
center is highly flexible, incorporating a B- and C-axis rotary  

table to facilitate the 5-axis machining of large parts  
up to 700mm diameter by 500mm

The Victor Vturn-S26 has been re-engineered  
to provide a host of features that include the 

option of a servo-powered C-axis to offer  
driven tooling stations.
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Top quality and 
delivery gets 
a fabricator in 

customers’ doors. 
If a company can’t 
produce good parts 
on time, it’ll have a 
tough time growing 
let alone sustaining 
itself. The market 
has become just 
too competitive 
for mediocre 
performance.

So what causes 
quality and delivery 
problems? One 
answer is rework 
from bad parts, 
which is where 
operator skill enters 
the equation. In laser cutting this might be a nozzle that really 
isn’t centred, a focus point that really isn’t where it should 
be, a speed or feed that isn’t optimal, a cover slide (on fiber 
lasers) or focusing optic that really hasn’t been properly 
maintained or cleaned, the factors go on.

Modern equipment has automated a lot of these 
in-process quality assurance functions to varying degrees, 
depending on the tolerances and customer expectations. 
Some press brakes can even automatically correct angles to 
account for variations in material thickness, tensile strength, 
and grain direction.

But another element of the quality and delivery problem 
can rear its ugly head: The operational chaos indicative of 
high-product-mix manufacturing, up and down the process 
chain. Sales can agree to 
an order that really can’t 
be fulfilled. Expedites 
throw off the schedule. 
Machines cut parts that 
are already in inventory 
and skip parts that are 
needed and erroneously 
thought to be in inventory. 
And so on.

A business that has 
grown into a major global 
force within its industry 
is Barrows Global. 
Barrows, established in 
1990, is a marketing 
and strategy company 
that is based in Durban’s 
Umgeni Business Park, 

KwaZulu-Natal 
and specialises 
in designing and 
manufacturing 
display stands 
for retail stores 
worldwide.

The brainchild 
of school friends 
Derek Woodhouse 
and Richard Barrow, 
the business has 
come a long way 
from its roots - a 
display specialist in 
the retail business. 
What the company 
does now is much 
more than that and 
they do not regard 
themselves as 

display specialists. 
To clarify the core of the company it is explained: “Instead 

of starting with the display design as we did in the past, we 
begin with planning and strategy before moving to design, 
placement and production. We work with our clients to 
understand their needs. We also find out from the shopper’s 
point of view, how the category is shopped.”

Culture is at the core of Barrows, a culture based on 
people with a sincere passion for what they do, working 
together towards a greater purpose. With a business that 
incorporates retail strategy, design and manufacturing, the 
culture of Barrows is about solving problems for their clients 
with a can-do attitude while having fun along the way.

Customer experience
The world of retail 

and shopper marketing 
is one of constant flux. 
Questions like ‘What is the 
role of brick-and-mortar 
stores in the future?’ or 
‘How can we make the 
shopping experience more 
seamless and enjoyable 
for shoppers, consumers 
and retailers alike?’ are 
constantly testing those 
in the industry. These are 
the types of questions 
that they ask themselves 
daily. There has been 
more change in the world 
of retail in the past three 

Making the shopping experience 
more seamless and enjoyable for  

shoppers, consumers and retailers  
alike with Barrows Global

Barrows Global have recently installed a 4kW Trumpf TruLaser 1030(L88) fiber laser,  
supplied by Retecon

The Trumpf TruLaser 1030(L88) fiber laser cuts a wide range of  
sheet thicknesses from 1mm to 25mm (25mm steel, 20mm stainless steel  

and aluminium and 8mm copper and brass) and has a bed size  
of 3 000mm by 1 500mm



years than in the fifteen years 
before that!  Barrows is constantly 
adapting, thinking, reacting and 
delivering solutions to meet the 
needs of such a dynamic time. 
Ultimately, it's the people at 
Barrows that make it all possible 
and keep them ahead of the pack.

In keeping with the world’s 
desire for sustainability ethos, 
Barrows has to take into account 
these demands and recently 
completed a project in the 
UK where all the store fit-out 
materials were ethically sourced 
and are 100 per cent recyclable. 
The modern store design is able 
to change and shift to meet one 
of the United Kingdom’s leading 
health and wellness retailers’ 
needs, with all of the merchandise units on wheels, so 
they can be easily moved to reconfigure the store layout as 
needed, for example, in the case of a workshop or an in-store 
class and ultimately enhance the customer experience.

Local manufacturing
Already in 1999 the company opened a branch in London 

and subsequently went on to become a global company with 
offices in Brazil, Singapore, USA (New York and Los Angeles), 
Canada, China (Shanghai) and Mexico.

While all this rapid expansion took place worldwide one 
thing remained constant in the company – manufacturing at 

its home base in Durban. This allows the company to export 
its expertise and product around the globe.

As is expected of the industry that the company is 
associated with the office and manufacturing facility is one 
of vibrancy and creativeness. The manufacturing side has 
recently been through an investment programme whereby new 
equipment has been purchased and new material processing 
operations have been introduced.

“Point-of-purchase and point-of-sale display stands design 
and manufacture is a competitive environment. Design 
and manufacturing services can set a company apart. But 
it is the display itself - the efficiency and functionality, the 
aesthetic look and the quality of the sheet metal components 

Display units made by Barrows Global in Dischem
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and enclosures – that can really make a difference,” said 
Production Manager Johan van der Sandt.

New Trumpf fiber laser and press brake
“Your metal fabrication and assembly have to match the 

expectations and the only way you are going to do that is using 
the latest tools. This is why we have recently installed a 4kW 
Trumpf TruLaser 1030(L88) fiber laser and a Trumpf Trubend 
3100 5-axis press brake, both supplied by Retecon.”

“We did have a CO2 laser cutting machine and when that 
got unproductive we shopped our sheetmetal requirements 
out. But like many of our other processes we have brought 
this process back in-house as in certain cases there is IP 
involved.”

“Our existing press brake had also become very 
unproductive and needed an upgrade. We are not just your 
average job shop or service centre. We employ over 250 staff 
in the production side of the 
business and to keep them 
busy we need to supply them 
with processed material and 
components so that they are 
productive.”

“Included in the machine 
line up are punches, wire 
benders, tube benders, drill 
presses and guillotines. We 
are also doing spot welding 
and CO2 welding and we also 
have our own powder coating 
facility.”

Robotic welding 
introduced

“There are many instances 
in a company’s manufacturing 
services whereby a case 

for automation can be put forward. Large production runs 
and common removal and cutting applications are classical 
examples, as is spot welding. Introducing robotic automation 
solutions can reduce labour costs and allow talented 
employees to concentrate on higher-value, complex jobs. They 
also increase productivity and efficiency as well as deliver 
exceptional speed and precision leading to reduced cycle 
times, increased production volume and less waste or rework. 
This is why we are automating certain welding processes.”

“Investing in a state-of-the-art facility and equipment, 
combined with automating labour-intensive processes, can 
play a huge role in a company’s success.”

“We’ve been operating in the global retail design and 
manufacturing realm for over 25 years, continually growing 
and adapting to meet the demands of each of the regions we 
operate in. Everything we do is centred on a single overarching 
mission; creating solutions that drive shopper conversion.”

“Retailers need to improve 
shopper experience to meet 
rising expectations and counter 
the impact of ecommerce.”

“Our range of services 
encompasses everything from 
insights and strategy, design 
and conceptualisation, right 
through to engineering and 
execution. True to our heritage 
in manufacturing, our ideas 
and designs are firmly rooted 
in technical know-how. We 
design with real-world results 
in mind, and always strive to be 
remarkable.”

For further details contact 
Barrows Global on  
TEL: 031 250 8861 or visit 
www.barrowsglobal.com

Barrows Global have recently installed a Trumpf Trubend 3100 5-axis 
press brake

 Examples of Barrows Global work
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DNE Laser, a 
manufacturer of 
fiber laser cutting 

machines for both sheet 
and tube has opened up 
a marketing, sales and 
service subsidiary office 
in Jet Park, Gauteng. 
Components processed 
on DNE Laser machines 
are widely used in the 
electrical, automobile, 
mechanical equipment, 
appliance, shipping 
transport and many other 
general engineering, retail 
and consumer industries.

In an interview with Philipp Burgener, Managing Director 
of Bystronic Sales AG, who is based in Niederönz, Switzerland 
and is very well-known by many in South Africa explained: “In 
2019 Bystronic opened a fully-fledged subsidiary in South 
Africa, thus demonstrating its confidence in the local market 
while also looking to the future.”

“Last year Bystronic took full control of DNE Laser and it 
was immediately decided to open up a DNE Laser subsidiary 
in South Africa. This presents numerous opportunities for 
Bystronic and DNE Laser in South Africa, allowing us to 
compete with the influx of the more economical ranges of 
laser machines into the country and Sub-Saharan Africa.” 

“DNE Laser will operate under its own brand with 
dedicated sales and service, to support the cost-efficient 
laser cutting equipment. This will serve to accommodate 
entry level clients, complementing the product and solutions 
Bystronic has to offer.”

DNE Laser is a Sino-European joint venture set up in 
2016 by Bystronic Laser AG Switzerland and DNE Laser 
China. Recently the company has been acquired 100% by 
Bystronic through its holding company the Conzzeta Group 
of companies. Conzzeta are involved in the sheet metal 
processing, sporting goods, foam materials, graphic coatings 
and glass processing industries and is listed on the SIX Swiss 
Exchange (CON.SW).

Bystronic acquired an initial 
participation in DNE Laser of 
51% in July 2016, followed by an 
increase to 70% in August 2019. 
DNE Laser contributed in 2019 
net revenue of CHF 83 million 
to the sheet metal processing 
segment revenue of Conzzeta. 
In September 2020 Conzzeta 
announced that the group had 
acquired the remaining 30% 
shareholding in DNE Laser.

DNE Laser will continue 

to operate under its 
own brand and with a 
dedicated sales and 
service organisation for 
its cost-efficient laser 
cutting equipment to 
serve entry level clients, 
complementing the 
product and solution 
offerings of Bystronic.

Every budget 
requirement is now 
catered for

“Essentially we 
will be offering the same 

package as Bystronic customers get but on a different level. I 
like to give the analogy of one kitchen serving two restaurants 
with Bystronic products, regarded as gold and silver, being 
served in the 5-star restaurant. With this you will expect 
the 5-star treatment that will cost you more. In the second 
restaurant that is more affordable for other customers you will 
get quality and service but it might just take a bit longer to get 
your bronze product.”

“In short every budget requirement is now catered for by 
the Bystronic Group in South Africa with Bystronic remaining 
as the head chef.”

“Backed by Bystronic technology DNE Laser equipment will 
not lack in safety, quality and support requirements. Currently 
DNE Laser is very strong in the market up to 8kW fiber laser 
equipment, this is for both flat sheet and tube.”

“Currently DNE Laser does not offer its own brand of 
bending equipment but there are developments that are 
taking place that will be announced later in the year.”

“DNE Laser machines are equipped with the worlds most 
advanced laser source from IPG Photonics, AC servo drive 
technology and electrical systems from Schneider and the 
highest quality heavy-duty Herion M3 helical rack and spur 
gears from Germany, capable of cutting stainless or carbon 
steel, aluminium, brass, copper, titanium and most metal 
alloys.”

“The company has 
concentrated on penetrating those 
international markets that have 
a fluctuating currency but at the 
same time are supplying over 100 
machines a month in their home 
market.”

“South Africa is the first 
subsidiary of the company 
and already we have sold six 
units locally, as well as a unit 
in both Zambia and Namibia. 
Going forward we are looking 
to penetrate further into Sub 

DNE Laser, a member of Bystronic, 
opens subsidiary in South Africa

Bystronic-owned company, DNE South Africa, to offer economical range of  
sheet processing equipment as an alternative.

Fiber laser sheetmetal cutting machine

Fiber laser cutting 



Saharan Africa.”   

Bystronic South Africa
“With the direct investment by Bystronic in South Africa 

there are numerous advantages that have been directly 
beneficial for customers as compared to the agent and 
OEM relationship that has existed in the past. Noticeable 
changes have been in the area of communication, whereby 
an agent has to follow a certain protocol in terms of problem 
identification and problem solving. In the past this was 
frustrating and time consuming. In the environment of a direct 
subsidiary this protocol has fallen away and allowed access to 
information a whole lot quicker,” said Burgener.

“The second win for customers was the access to spare 
parts, particularly when it comes to big ticket items. There 
will always be accessibility, logistical and warranty problems 
for agents, which ultimately lead to extra costs, downtime 
and frustrations for customers. Again, the direct subsidiary 
situation has eliminated all these problems and allowed 
customers to have access to a wider range of spares in a 
much shorter period,” continued Burgener.

“Another advantage is that we have taken the ‘headache’ 
out of purchasing Bystronic equipment. Our staff handle all 
the negotiations and paperwork for you. This includes dealing 
with a local bank, the importation requirements necessary for 
importing capital equipment and spares, freight and transport 
conditions and costs and of course you are buying directly 
from a South African company.” 

International trend
“The ability to offer equipment that meets the budget 

requirements across all spheres of manufacturers is not 
just an emerging countries development. Budget conscious 
companies in Europe are also looking for the economical, 
entry level equipment that does not come with complex and 
expensive features. This is the fastest growing segment of the 
market and machine manufacturers are feeling the pressure 
to provide solutions, otherwise they must be prepared to lose 
out.”

“In the context of the current market situation and our 
ambitious growth plans, we aim to jointly realise our potentials 
by developing our market coverage across client groups as 
well as by making our product offering more complete to the 
benefit of our clients’ needs in sheet metal processing.”

“Although I am the Managing Director of both South 
African subsidiaries I have appointed Victor Thorpe as the 
manager in South Africa.”

For further details contact DNE Laser South Africa on  
TEL: 010 410 0200 or email victor.thorpe@dnelaser.co.za  
or visit www.dnelaser.co.za

Fiber laser tube cutting
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Multinational manufacturing company Tramper 
Technology from the Netherlands only established its 
South African company in Somerset West, Western 

Cape a short five years ago. However, in this period, the local 
business has made a real difference for its parent company 
and in the local engineering community as a high-quality CNC 
machining company.

“The South African company was established to market, 
manufacture and service an extensive range of customised 
packaging machines and entire production lines for the food 
and packaging industry,” explained Jacobs.

“Tramper Technology pushes the boundaries of technology, 
efficiency and reliability. The solid foundation for this was 
laid in 1986 by Peter Tramper. In the past years, we have 

South African division of  
Tramper Technology increasing its  
presence locally and internationally

Multinational manufacturing company Tramper Technology from 
the Netherlands markets, manufactures and services an extensive 

range of customised packaging machines and entire production lines 
for the food and packaging industry. The company established its 
South African subsidiary in Somerset West, Western Cape a short 

five years ago. In the picture a Tramper S-340, is a servo-driven tray 
sealing machine that enables you to pack your products in a 

professional manner

Among the machines on the floor Tramper Technology has three 
Hermle milling machines with two of them equipped with a pallet 

changer. The Hermle C30UP, C40U and C50UP models have traverse 
paths from 650mm x 650mm x 500mm up to 1 000mm x 1 100mm x 

750mm, maximum vertical table clearances from 530mm for the 
C30UP up to 750mm for the C50UP and maximum table loads of  

1 000kg for the C30UP and 2 000kg for the C50UP



The South African company was setup as a CNC machining 
operation to supplement the component requirements for assembly 
in the Netherlands. This is still the major focus locally but the local 
subsidiary has made such an impression that they are now designing 

tooling sets and components and have started to fabricate, 
assemble, install and service machines locally

Tramper Technology in South Africa have invested in a new Mazak 
Quick Turn 100MSY (300U) CNC turning center that brings together 
advanced technology, productivity and value to deliver exceptional 
performance. Supplied by Hi-Tech Machine Tools the machine has 

a maximum swing diameter of 580mm, a maximum turning 
diameter of 280mm and a maximum turning length 310mm



developed into an international expert in the field of stand-
alone and complete packaging solutions for the food industry. 
We are a real family business with more than 35 years of 
experience, a strong focus on innovation and have a dedicated 
team and partners in various parts of the world. This enables 
us to deliver robust and reliable machines and packaging lines 
to customers on every continent,” continued Jacobs.

Innovative packaging solutions
“Although Tramper Technology started out by supplying 

machines for the shellfish industry, our packaging lines are 
now used in all 
areas of the food 
industry. Not 
only in various 
industries, but 
also in more 
than countries. 
We closely 
observe market 
developments 
and challenge 
one another as 
a team to come 
up with and 
realise innovative 
packaging 
solutions on a 
daily basis. Thanks 
to our unstoppable 
drive and focus 
on creativity, 
reliability and 
technical 
perfection, we 
can work together 
on the practical 
aspects of today 
and the innovation 
of tomorrow,” said 
Jacobs.

In-house
“All packaging 

solutions are 
developed and 
built in-house. 
Our professionals 
have access to 
high-quality tools 
and machines 
and combined 
with solid 
craftsmanship, 
this ensures that 
we produce the 
best possible 
packaging 
lines,” said sales 
engineer Cobus 
Jacobs, who 
looks after the 
marketing and 
sales of Tramper 
Technology’s 
products and 
services in South 

Africa.
“With excellent design, state-of-the-art technology and 

attention to detail Tramper Technology produces machinery for 
operations such as denesting, filling, tray sealing and lidding.” 

“We are also able to offer the complete turnkey service. 
For example, we can seamlessly integrate peripheral machines 
like labelling or printing units. In addition, we also supply 
product supply systems and mezzanines, including bin 
elevators, conveyors and multihead weighers. If you have a 
complete packaging project in mind, we can find the perfect 
solution together.” 
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“Some of the industries that we are active in include the 
bakery, fruit and vegetables, ready meals, snacks, seafood, 
meat, meat substitutes and dairy industries.”

“Products are at their best when they are fresh. Packaging 
plays an important part in maintaining this. Packaging under 
MAP (modified atmosphere packaging) conditions can have 
a positive influence on the shelf-life and quality for a variety 
of products. Our tray sealing machines are fully equipped to 
achieve this!”

“The Tramper Technology Group covers all aspects that 
come into play for the realisation of high-quality packaging 
solutions for the food industry. From engineering and 
manufacturing to sales and servicing. Every single day, our 
innovative top sealing lines pack millions of (fresh) food 
products throughout the entire world.” 

Western Cape
“Our location in the Western Cape was established to 

boost the capacities required to keep up with the increasing 
demand and further expands the sales network of Tramper 
Technology in Africa,” continued Jacobs.

“Tramper Technology’s owner Peter Tramper has a 
strong affiliation with South Africa and when the time came 
to further expand the company’s manufacturing capacity 
and capabilities he looked no further. At first he setup the 
South African company as a CNC machining operation to 
supplement the component requirements for assembly in 
the Netherlands. This is still the major focus locally but we 
have made such an impression that we are now designing 
tooling sets and components and have started to fabricate, 
assemble, install and service machines locally.”

Parts manufacturing: turning and milling, including 5-axis  
“In our mechanical production department the actual 

foundation is laid for the machines that we build. All 
components that are required for a specific machine are 
manufactured and finished with utmost precision.”

“From large structures to small, refined products, which 
may consist of different materials. Top of the range CNC 
machines are used for turning and milling operations, 
including 5-axis.”

“Among our machines on the floor we have three Hermle 
milling machines with two of them equipped with a pallet 
changer. The Hermle C30UP, C40U and C50UP models 
have traverse paths from 650mm x 650mm x 500mm up 
to 1 000mm x 1 100mm x 750mm, maximum vertical table 
clearances from 530mm for the C30UP up to 750mm for the 
C50UP and maximum table loads of 1 000kg for the C30UP 
and 2 000kg for the C50UP.”

“All three of these machines were first used in the Dutch 
headquarters before they were sent to us when we began 
operating in South Africa. As far as we know there are in total 
four Hermle CNC machines in South Africa. We have three 
of them and the other is located up the road at Stellenbosch 
University.”

“Another machine that helped us get machining and 

The company also has a Mazak SQT-200M CNC lathe that has a 
maximum swing diameter of 520mm, a maximum turning diameter 

of 300mm and a maximum turning length 850mm on the floor

Two of the Hermle milling machines are equipped with a pallet 
changer

The company imports precision milled tooling-plate aluminium and 
block that is not available locally and where necessary cuts-to-size 

on an Amada bandsaw 
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was sent from the 
Netherlands is our 
Mazak SQT-200M 
CNC lathe that has 
a maximum swing 
diameter of 520mm, 
a maximum turning 
diameter of 300mm 
and a maximum 
turning length 
850mm.”

New Mazak Quick 
Turn 100MSY (300U) 
CNC turning center

“All of our other 
machines have 
been ‘second hand’ 
machines but in 
near perfect factory 
condition. This time 
around we have been 
able to invest in a new 
Mazak Quick Turn 100MSY (300U) CNC turning center that 
brings together advanced technology, productivity and value to 
deliver exceptional performance. Supplied by Hi-Tech Machine 
Tools the machine has a maximum swing diameter of 580mm, 
a maximum turning diameter of 280mm and a maximum 
turning length 310mm.”

“The majority of the materials that we machine are food 
grade stainless steel and aluminium. For all the components 
that we machine for the Netherlands this is a must. Our close 
relationship with our parent company allows us to import 
precision milled tooling-plate aluminium that is not available 
locally.” 

Fabrication and 
assembly

“This department 
is where it all comes 
together, from welding 
of frames to assembly 
of sealing moulds - 
moulds that we have 
manufactured locally. 
At this stage we cannot 
justify laser cutting 
and bending so these 
processes are outsourced. 
But it won’t be long before 
we will be looking at 
bringing these processes 
inhouse. We are acquiring 
an aluminium welding 
machine in the coming 
month to supplement 
our MIG and TIG welding 
capabilities.” 

“We are also building equipment like platforms, washing 
walls, hand railings and stairs, complete infeed systems, 
complete end of line distribution systems, bin elevating 
systems and many more.”

“It is also important to note that we are designing, 
manufacturing and assembling machines to meet local 
conditions with an international influence. Europe has 
strict requirements that have to be met when food is 
involved, especially fresh food, and all of these design and 

manufacturing 
components are 
incorporated.

”
Dynamic young 

team
Operations 

Manager Evert 
Smith takes up the 
conversation: “We 
have put together 
a dynamic team of 
young and hungry 
individuals. We 
have a great mix 
of mechanical 
engineers, industrial 
software engineers, 
mechanical design 
engineers and 
electronic engineers. 
All of us, besides 
being able to work 

theoretically are also equally at home on the equipment on 
the floor, whether it be the welding equipment or the CNC 
machines. We therefore train young people within our company 
and guide them towards becoming an expert in the field.”

“Our software engineers are busy with the development 
of a second generation PLC control system for our packaging 
machines and other real time operating systems. Together 
we have also designed products and components that are 
now being manufactured in the Netherlands. This is over 
and above the moulds and tooling that we are designing and 
manufacturing locally and then sending to the Netherlands.”

Third party designing 
and machining

“There is great 
capacity and quality in the 
machines on our shopfloor. 
Being as proactive as we 
are we have for the last 
year actively been seeking 
third party work. We have 
been successful in the 
aerospace and water 
treatment industries but 
we are not limited to these 
industries. A great example 
of our success was the 
design and manufacture 
of a nozzle for a client that 
was previously having them 
manufactured in Australia. 
The nozzle is machined 
on the Mazak Quick Turn 
100 CNC turning center 

and because of the smooth cut it achieves on the inside of 
the nozzle the product is now 40% more efficient. We are now 
manufacturing all of that company’s nozzles.”

“We are a relatively new company in South Africa but we 
have the influence of international standards and know-how. 
Our engineers have access to high-quality tools and machines 
and combined with solid craftsmanship, this ensures that we 
produce the best possible product.”

For further details contact Tramper Technology SA on  
TEL: 087 470 0467 or visit  www.trampertechnology.co.za

The company is acquiring an aluminium welding machine to supplement its  
MIG and TIG welding capabilities

Components manufactured locally and the containers that are sealed on the 
various machines manufactured by Tramper Technology
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Meeting 
customer 
demand 

for both quality 
components and 
consistent, on-time 
delivery is essential 
for any business’s 
competitiveness. 
However, having to 
subcontract work 
that can’t be done 
in-house can add 
weeks or months to 
delivery times and 
compromise on quality 
standards. This was 
the issue faced by D.C. 
Technical Services, a 
company specialising 
in medium and large-
sized machining and 
fabrication. Driven by 
frustration over lack of 
control and mounting 
customer demand for 
complete fabrications, 
D.C. Technical Services has now added CNC bending to its 
turning and milling capabilities. The same factors had driven 
the company to purchase its large CNC vertical and horizontal 
borers in 2009.

D.C. Technical Services has been in the general 
engineering 
industry for over 40 
years. Established 
in 1977 by 
electrician Basil 
Mouratidis, the 
company is now 
run by his sons 
George and Alex, 
who both joined 
their father in the 
business at the 
very young age 
of 16 in the early 
1980s.

“Although the 
company started 
off as an electrical 
contractor 
supplying 
actuators used 
in the assembly 
of valves by 
German company 
Zimmermann & 

Jansen Technologies, 
the core business of the 
company has changed 
dramatically since 
then. My late father 
was a conscientious 
and service-oriented 
man who worked hard. 
This was recognised 
by clients soon after 
establishing his 
business here in 
Vanderbijlpark and as a 
result he was requested 
to do more than be just 
a supplier of industrial 
actuators and related 
products,” explained 
George Mouratidis.

“Machining of 
components and 
reconditioning 
of products has 
subsequently 
emerged as the 
fundamental mainstay 
of the business and 

subsequently we have manufactured, reconditioned and 
re-engineered a vast range of components and equipment for 
a number of big-name clients,” continued Mouratidis.

“Not satisfied with just being a general engineering 
company the emphasis of the company took on a different 

slant in 2009. We were 
already doing general 
machining but were 
limited by the size of 
our machines, as are 
many companies. We 
decided that to alleviate 
the frustration of having 
to subcontract the large 
machining contracts out 
we would invest in the 
equipment ourselves. 
Through our own 
experience we knew that 
there were not many 
companies in South 
Africa that could offer 
these services and even 
these were limited to 
only certain machining 
operations.”

“This is why we 
invested in a large 
vertical borer and a 
large horizontal borer 

Heavy, large part CNC machining  
operation D.C. Technical Services  

acquires Durma press brake 

The new Durma AD-S 40400 press brake is a CNC synchro press brake that has  
a multiple-axis configurations as well as the normal Y1Y2 X and R axis to assist 
with the handling of heavy plates. Included on the front of the machine is the  
AP3-AP4 sheet/plate following system. This system has been integrated into  

the control and will automatically move the sheet or plate during the bending 
process. Additionally the system gives support to the heavier plate. The  
machine has been supplied and installed by Spectrum Machine Tools 



 “We have been very fortunate to acquire work from Alstom Ubunye who are supplying  
a Gibela/Passenger Rail Agency of South Africa (PRASA) contract. We are supplying 
components for the bogey headstock and undercarriage and we are now going to  
supply upper and lower plates for the frames. We now supply about 60 different 

components for this project.”



at the same time. We knew that if we had the equipment we 
could offer clients a complete service.”

Large boring capabilities – vertical and horizontal
“Subsequently we have continued to invest in our 

capabilities and in the vertical boring department we have four 
machines and are capable of milling components up to  
5 000mm swing and 2 500mm height.”

“We now have three horizontal boring machines with 
milling capabilities of up to 8 000mm cross travel and  
3 000mm 
machining height 
complete with 
a 20 ton rotary 
travel.”

“The maximum 
table load that 
we can take is 40 
tons but there are 
not many requests 
for that size 
component to be 
machined.”

“However, the 
main objective 
of the shop is to 
offer a complete 
service so there is 
no subcontracting 
required. We 
have smaller CNC 
and conventional 
machines – four 
milling machines 
and nine lathes 
– so we are well 
catered for in this 
department. Our 
biggest lathe has 
capabilities of 1 
850mm swing 
and 12 000mm 
between centres, 
which allows 
us to do shaft 
machining.”

“We have also 
just added a fixed 
beam CNC gantry 
milling machine to 
this department. 
The machine has 
a 4 000mm by 3 
000mm portal and 
was installed in 
October 2020.”

New Durma 
AD-S 40400 press 
brake

“Customers 
don’t like to have 
machining done 
here, then have to 
move it someplace 
else for other 
operations, before 
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A large shaft being machined
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moving it back here for other 
machining operations to be 
completed. It all adds costs 
and time. They want to make 
out one purchase order and 
get a complete component or 
product returned to them. If 
you can bring other operations 
and services in-house, at least 
you can move things around to 
accommodate the customer.”

“With this in mind we have 
now purchased a Durma AD-S 
40400 press brake, a CNC 
synchro press brake that has 
a multiple-axis configurations 
as well as the normal Y1Y2 
X and R axis to assist with 
the handling of heavy plates. 
On the front of the machine 
we have included the AP3-
AP4 sheet/plate following 
system. This system has been 
integrated into the control 
and will automatically move 
the sheet or plate during the 
bending process. Additionally 
the system gives support to the 
heavier plate.”

“It is a machine truly 
designed to decrease setup 
time. The powerful, yet simple 
control will automatically 
calculate the bend sequence, 
bend angle, back gauge 
retraction, bend allowance and 
features collision protection. 
The ram positioning system 
allows real time monitoring 
and complete control of all ram 
speeds, positions and pause 
times.”

“The machine has a bending force of 400 tons and a 
bending length of 4 050mm. However, to accommodate the 
thick narrow components that we are processing a 800T 
clamping system that gives us a 400 ton per metre bending 
capability has also been engineered into the machine. 

Special tooling has also been 
developed by Durmazalar 
in Turkey to bend the 
special profiles that we are 
processing.”

“Spectrum Machine Tools 
have supplied and installed 
the machine.”

“To accommodate the 
machine we have erected a 
new building. The machine will 
not take up the whole space 
but with our future plans we 
will be able to accommodate 
other similar type equipment in 
this building.”

“We have been very 
fortunate to acquire work 
from Alstom Ubunye who are 
supplying a Gibela/Passenger 
Rail Agency of South Africa 
(PRASA) contract. We are 
supplying components for 
the bogey headstock and 
undercarriage and we are now 
going to supply upper and 
lower plates for the frames.”

“We now supply about 60 
different components for this 
project.”

“Besides rail transport 
components we also machine 
components for all types of 
gearboxes and fans, crushers, 
paddle mixers, star feeders, 
bearing housings, gears, 
valves and many other 
components for various 
industries. Some other clients 
we service include Master 
Drilling, Caterpillar, Fl Schmidt 
and recently we have started 

doing work for VR Steel.”
“Having this large equipment has made a real difference to 

the company’s fortunes.”
For further details contact D.C. Technical Services on  

TEL: 016 986 1229 or visit www.dcts.co.za

 DC Technical Services has added a fixed beam CNC gantry milling 
machine to the machining department. The machine has a 4 000mm 

by 3 000mm portal 

 Last year the company invested in two new heavy-duty CNC lathes. 
The biggest lathe has capabilities of 1 850mm swing and  

12 000mm between centres, which allows DC Technical Services  
to do shaft machining

In 2009 DC Technical Services invested in a large vertical borer  
and a large horizontal borer at the same time. In the vertical boring 

department the company has four machines that are capable
 of milling components up to 5 000mm swing and 2 500mm height. 

They also have three horizontal boring machines with milling 
capabilities of up to 8 000mm cross travel and 3 000mm  
machining height complete with a 20 ton rotary travel
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Metal Chip Machinery appointed 
agents for nitrogen generation  

company AAG Makina

Fiber laser cutting assist gas technology evolves. With 
AAG nitroboxes you can purchase compact units that 
can generate 40 bar or 200 bar, depending on your 

requirements.
“Assist gas generation for laser cutting has come a 

long way during the past decade. As more shops expand 
their laser cutting capacity, they often take another look 
at assist gas consumption. More operations are looking at 
alternatives for delivered gas, and this includes generating 
gas on-site, specifically nitrogen,” said Malcolm Moriarty of 
Metal Chip Machinery.

“Purity in on-site nitrogen generation has reached the 
so-called five-
nines levels 
- 99.999+ per 
cent pure,” 
explained 
Moriarty.

“The latest 
nitrogen 
generation 
systems can 
be tuned to 
the flow rate 
and purity level 
an application 
requires. Five-
nines nitrogen 
purity may 
be overkill 
for typical 
laser cutting 
assist gas 
applications, 
but certain 
machine 
elements can 
benefit from such purity. Some cutting heads on the market 
require a nitrogen purge gas that’s 99.999 per cent pure, 
and some smaller, dedicated nitrogen generation systems 
have been designed to supply that purge gas.”

“If you’re cutting thick stainless, 99.99 per cent purity 
(four nines instead of five) will help prevent discoloration on 
the cut edge. Some less critical applications, say, thin-gauge 
mild steel, probably wouldn’t need such a high purity level.”

“From what we’re seeing, 99.99 per cent would be a 
fairly standard purity requirement for most applications. 
But purity requirements do vary, depending on the laser 
machine and application.”

“What about oxygen? Oxygen generation systems are on 
the market, though they usually aren’t designed for laser 
cutting. Oxygen generators are ideal for oxyacetylene cutting 
and welding purposes.”

“In the days when CO2 lasers dominated, cutting with 

nitrogen assist gas became the norm for precision work 
that required a shiny edge, while oxygen cutting held its 
place for thick carbon steel, which benefited from oxygen’s 
exothermic reaction that stimulated the cut.”

“Early on the fiber laser’s nitrogen consumption was 
a rude awakening for some. This in turn gave a boost 
to nitrogen generation, a technology that has become 
increasingly accepted by more laser machine OEMs.”

“We have been appointed the South African agents 
of AAG Makina, a Turkish company that has been 
manufacturing air and gas filtration systems since 1986.”

“Nitrogen 
generation for 
consumption 
with fiber 
laser cutting 
is gaining 
popularity 
because of the 
cost savings. 
Up until now 
only small 
systems have 
been available, 
for example 
cutting 
pressure up 
to 16bar. 
Now with AAG 
nitroboxes you 
can purchase 
compact 
units that can 
generate 40 
bar or 200bar.”

“Depending 
on your requirements with a 40 bar system you can easily 
cut 20mm stainless steel on a 6kW fiber laser machine. 
And the area taken up by the system is just under 5m², 
which is very minimal in a busy shop.”

“Laser machine OEMs have refined the laser parameters 
to reduce the required pressure. And when you reduce the 
pressure, you can reduce the flow rate, hence the savings 
on assist gas consumption.”

“For example, the AAG systems are accepted and used 
on most of the fiber laser OEM manufacturers.”

“The continual increase in fiber laser power is starting 
to have an effect on assist gas usage. The assist gas 
pressures have been able to be reduced as lasers have 
become more powerful.”

For more information contact Metal Chip Machinery on 
TEL: 011 476 7509 or 072 834 3164 or  
visit www.metalchipmachinery.co.za



Integrated, South African metals company, Alfeco Group has 
recently acquired the Hulamin Extrusions plant based in 
Olifantsfontein, Midrand. The extrusion assets which are now 

part of the Alfeco Group’s new aluminium division with a design 
capacity of 20 000 tons per annum has been renamed, Veer 
Aluminium.  

“The acquisition of the aluminium business signals 
further growth and commodity diversification to include in the 
Alfeco Group’s ferrous and non-ferrous metals portfolio. The 
aluminium extrusion business is a growing and niche supplier 
to various sectors, industries, and value-added manufacturers 
from construction, electrical and renewable energy, automotive, 
industrial, consumer products and packaging. It is expected 
that this will assist in underpinning economic growth and 
expansion,” said Sachin Ahuja, Chief Executive Officer of the 
Group.

“Veer Aluminium is currently recommissioning the operation 
and is also in tandem embarking on a significant expansion 
project. The expanded plant will strategically incorporate a 
fully integrated model that will be based on the recycling of 
aluminium scrap. Currently, it is estimated that South Africa 
recycles only 5% of its aluminium compared to a global leader 
such as Brazil which reprocesses some 95% of its aluminium.” 

“It takes only 5% of the energy required to remelt scrap 
as compared to primary aluminium production. Of all the 
aluminium produced in the world to date, some 75% is still 
in circulation and use. Veer Aluminium estimates that South 
Africa will experience a sharp growth in recycled aluminium 
primarily due to competitive cost economics, wide-ranging 
applications, significant environmental benefits, and lower 
capital intensity.” 

“The Group’s strategic vision is to establish, grow and 
expand integrated metals beneficiation through innovation, 
technical expertise, and cost competitiveness. The acquisition 
of the aluminium business aligns with this vision. A key 
objective being pursued through the expansion is to create 
a secondary aluminium ecosystem and hub. This will create 
an opportunity to offer a multitude of value-added products, 
replace imports, establish a circular economy, and generate 
sustainable employment.”  

“The acquisition of the aluminium extrusion business and 
the establishment of Alfeco Group’s aluminium division further 
underlines our strategic vision of becoming a leading integrated 
metals producer. Growth in all three of our divisions is based 

on sustainable production, energy-efficient technology and 
employment creation.” 

“At present, South Africa imports all of the raw material 
(alumina) to produce primary aluminium. Some two-thirds are 
exported while the remaining aluminium is processed to value-
added products. However, a large proportion of aluminium 
scrap generated is either disposed of in landfills or exported as 
scrap.” 

“Almost 40 000 tons of finished, extruded aluminium 
product is imported into South Africa annually. Veer Aluminium 
believes that the opportunity created by import replacement, 
innovation and technology in recycling aluminium, sustainable 
employment and the establishment of a circular economy will 
underpin the Department of Trade, Industry and Competition’s 
(DTIC) industrialisation policy.”    

Ahuja added: “The first phase of re-establishing the 
extrusion operation is well underway and is expected to come 
on-line at the end of Q2 2021. This is to be followed by the 
second phase which involves the expansion of the plant to 
encompass, scrap processing, melting, casting and rolling. 
This will require significant capital being injected into Veer 
Aluminium.” 

“Furthermore, Veer Aluminium and the Council for Scientific 
and Industrial Research (CSIR) are currently discussing a 
co-operation partnership that aims to focus on research, 
development, innovation, creating an aluminium-based circular 
economy and helping to improve the livelihoods of all South 
Africans.” 

“The extrusion business, together with the new integrated 
operation, will result in the creation of an estimated 650 
new jobs. We have also had a successful partnership with 
MerSETA in our other divisions in which opportunities have 
been afforded to unskilled, underprivileged and unemployed 
youth to gain necessary skillsets. This will also be rolled out in 
the new business for communities in the surrounding areas in 
Ekurhuleni,” concluded Ahuja. 

About the Alfeco Group 
The Alfeco Group is a new generation integrated metals 

company based in South Africa. It comprises three divisions, 
namely aluminium, copper and ferrous. Alfeco currently has 
three operating companies, Veer Aluminium (aluminium), 
Pioneer Metals (copper and copper-based alloys) and Veer 
Steel Mills (ferrous).  

Alfeco Group acquires Hulamin’s 
Gauteng aluminium extrusions business
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It is with deep regret and sadness that we announce the 
passing of Gary Willis at the age of 51 in April 2021. 

Gary was Sales Director of First Cut at the time of 
his passing after having fought a brave and courageous 
18-month battle with cancer. Always a positive man he 
remained so up until the end.

Gary attended Randfontein High School in the west of 
Gauteng between 1983 and 1987 before joining his late 
father’s tungsten carbide tool tip business. Gary would 
remain in the metalworking engineering industry for the rest 
of his working career, culminating in being appointed as 
Sales Director in First Cut’s Consumables Division. 

In 1993 Gary joined Alexander and Poole, an importing 
and distribution company of engineering products. The 
company would later merge with First Cut and Gary made 
connection with his former colleagues in 2005 after spending 
five years in the sales arena at Grinding Techniques, a South 
African manufacturer of grinding consumables. 

Gary spent most of his career at First Cut in management 
positions before being appointed as the Sales Director of the 
consumable division, which includes product such as band 
saw blades, circular saw blades, hacksaw blades and other 
cutting consumables. 

In 2019, First Cut concluded an agreement with German 
cutting technologies company Messer Cutting Systems, to 
acquire its existing South African agency and manufacture a 
range of Messer welding electrodes at its factory in Benrose, 
Johannesburg. Gary was responsible for implementing 
manufacturing facility and sales strategy for the range of 
electrodes, which includes electrodes for welding mild steel, 
carbon-manganese steels, stainless steels and so-called 
‘problem’ steels where welding has to take place under 
difficult circumstances or dissimilar types of metal need to be 
joined together.

Another important international manufacturer that 
Gary looked after in his division was L.S. Starrett Co, a USA 
manufacturer of tools and instruments (micrometres, gauges 
and other metrology and measurement equipment) used by 
machinists and tool and die makers.

Gary’s fellow Directors at First Cut had high praise 

for him: “He always 
considered the well-
being of his staff, his 
customers and his 
suppliers, in making his 
suggestions and decisions. He took his role and contribution 
to the business - and the industry as a whole – extremely 
seriously, was highly diligent and always thought deeply about 
his responsibilities.”

“He was always well prepared for an Exco meeting, a 
meeting with a customer or his weekly Friday afternoon sales 
meeting. In his approach to business, Gary had a ‘hands-on’, 
practical approach which was very logical and measured, 
with a talent for dealing with the detail. These skills really 
came to the fore when implementing sales strategy. Gary’s 
characteristically careful and consistent approach contributed 
substantially to the successful management of the First 
Cut Consumables division – very much the ‘heart’ of the 
business.”

“He was always open – ear, heart and mind – to the 
people around him, and he listened carefully, considering 
everyone’s viewpoints with calm and sensitivity. He was a 
very loyal manager, fighting robustly for the benefit of his 
team. Because of this character trait, Gary was uniformly 
trusted and respected by all.”

“It has been an honour and privilege working with 
and getting to know Gary over the past 25 years. We 
complemented one another’s strengths and weaknesses, 
forming a close and cohesive partnership with much mutual 
synergy and benefit. He was both a colleague of the highest 
order and a genuine friend. We worked hard together, we 
laughed, we celebrated, we dug deep when necessary – but 
most of all we enjoyed and valued his company.”

“We will miss you deeply Gary. Rest in peace.”
Gary leaves his wife Katy, daughter Lauren, his mother 

and his brother David. He was a dedicated family man, 
and was loving and highly protective over his family, always 
focused on their safety and well-being. He put the loves of his 
life - Katy and Lauren - first.  Our thoughts and prayers go to 
his family during this very difficult time.

A multi-billion rand industrial project planned for Limpopo 
has raised concerns of catastrophic pollution and 
environmental damage.

Reuters reported that the Musina-Makhado Energy-
Metallurgical Special Economic Zone (EMSEZ) will consist of 
a cluster of 20 steel and other metalworking plants which are 
fuelled by a coal-fired power station.

The project aims to provide nearly 54 000 jobs in 
Limpopo, according to government data. It will cover 8 000 
hectares with industrial facilities including a coal washery 
and plants for coking coal, ferromanganese, steel and 
cement.

However, the Centre for Environmental Rights (CER), a 
South African environmental law organisation, has submitted 
comments opposing the project on behalf of green groups.

“We have strong objections to the project – which entails 
the development of massive, unnecessary and expensive 
polluting infrastructure,” said Michelle Koyama, an attorney 
with the CER to Reuters.

The EMSEZ is the largest such zone planned for South 
Africa, according to the EIA published in February by Delta 
BEC, a South African environmental consulting firm. Chinese 
company Shenzhen Hoi Mor has also reportedly pledged to 
invest $3.8 billion in the zone.

The project is expected to generate about 1 billion tons of 
carbon dioxide over its lifetime – equal to a little more than 
double South Africa’s current annual emissions.

There are also concerns that there is not enough water 
in the area to support the project, in an area that is facing 
increasing volatility due to climate change.

Multi-billion rand ‘mega project’  
sparks major pollution concerns

Sad passing of Gary Willis
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ArcelorMittal 
South Africa 
(AMSA) said in 

its 2020 integrated 
annual report that 
it was committed 
to addressing the 
country’s steel 
shortages.

Chief executive 
Kobus Verster said 
recently the group 
had experienced 
considerable delays 
with starting the 
N5 blast furnace in 
Newcastle. Verster 
said the N5 setbacks were frustrating, particularly because 
of the group’s intense focus on addressing customers’ steel 
shortages that had been building up since before COVID-19.

“In the new year we have budgeted and planned to fix the 
problems caused by the unusual post-pandemic start-up of 
N5 and to improve its reliability.”

“Conversely, production of flat steel at Vanderbijlpark was 
very successfully resumed, from June blast furnace D and 
December (blast furnace) C,” said Verster.

AMSA, South Africa’s biggest steel producer, has been 
under fire for the critical steel shortages in South Africa. One 
of the group’s detractors, the National Employers

Association of 
South Africa (NEASA) 
recently said that 
the shortage was 
a direct result of 
AMSA’s deliberate 
decision not to start 
the second furnace 
at Vanderbijlpark 
following the first 
hard lockdown last 
year.

NEASA said 
AMSA had two 
blast furnaces at 
its Vanderbijlpark 
works and when they 

operated only one of them, by necessary implication, they only 
operated at 50 per cent capacity, which was not sufficient to 
supply the South African market.

“Although AMSA started up the second blast furnace in 
January 2021 six months too late, it still was not capable 
of addressing the backlogs. The unavailability of steel sent 
prices skyrocketing for the now desperate steel manufacturing 
industry.”

“That same ‘second’ blast furnace very recently 
experienced technical problems and has been out of 
operation for more than a week, which further aggravates the 
already critical shortages,” said NEASA.

ArcelorMittal vows to address  
South Africa’s steel shortages

“NEASA recently received complaints from numerous 
AMSA customers to the effect that AMSA is 
employing bullying tactics towards them. The 

following are examples of complaints we have received,” 
said Gerhard Papenfus is the Chief Executive of the National 
Employers' Association of South Africa (NEASA).

One AMSA customer complained that they haven’t 
received deliveries for six months. Then, unexpectedly, two 
deliveries were made, in excess of the company’s credit 
limit. AMSA demanded immediate settlement, threatening 
the client that, unless immediate payment is made, the 
particular order will be cancelled and the material will be 
supplied to another customer. 

Another AMSA customer complained that, although they 
are on allocation, the same product appears on a tender list, 
where the highest bidder gets the material. Consequently, 
this particular company, in desperate need for steel, was 
forced to pay a much higher price.

“One AMSA customer complained about the fact that 
they needed a special type of steel they were told by AMSA 
that in exchange for this ‘favour’ they had to sacrifice more 

than ten times their allocation for that substitute product in 
exchange for the small amount of special steel.”

“And complaints about the quality are simply brushed 
aside and the complainants are blamed for having too high 
standards. Only a monopoly, hiding behind duty protection, 
can make itself guilty of this bullying behaviour.”

 “If you are wondering why we are embarking on this type 
of drastic action, it is because AMSA is a monopolistic, self-
serving entity, kept alive by state protection, to the detriment 
of the entire steel industry.”

 “Unless AMSA is capable of supplying the South  
African steel downstream timeously, with the correct 
quantity, high-quality raw material at a competitive price, 
all duties protecting AMSA must be scrapped. In such a 
scenario, AMSA has to determine how it will survive.  
It is not for the state to play a role in keeping this monopoly 
alive.”

 “Almost 100% of the entire steel industry supports this 
demand. Out of approximately 11 000 companies in the 
steel industry, only six companies (including AMSA itself) 
support the duties protecting AMSA.”

Does AMSA bully its 
customers?
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We all had plenty of extra time on our hands during the 
early stages of the initial nationwide lockdown that 
was put in place by the government as part of the 

non-pharmaceutical interventions designed to stop the spread 
of COVID-19. I’m sure you will look back in years to come and 
remember exactly what you were doing during those early 
stages of the pandemic that rocked and continues to rock the 
world.

Some people lost their jobs and loved ones, some people 
camped in their gardens, and others forged ahead with the 
ideas that they had simply not had the time to put into action. 

One such example of executing such an idea was the birth 
of a company called Unique Off-Road Concepts. Albeit it wasn’t 
a completely new idea but one that had been festering for a 
few years but hadn’t been actioned upon. 

Unique Off-Road Concepts (UOC) started at the beginning 
of the COVID-19 pandemic. The company is equally owned and 
run by Dale Hughes and David Deneker.

Dale Hughes explains: “After doing the development from 
my own pocket along with a mate of mine we made the first 
test vehicle on an old Toyota Land Cruiser 80 series that I 
had available to test the principles with about five years ago 
and that car has been doing ongoing testing and driving since 
then.”

“At this time there were only two other people doing a bolt 
on reduction box to OEM axles - Tibus (Germany) and Marks 
4wd (Australia). The second vehicle was a Land Cruiser 79 
series - also one I had around to test the beginnings of the 
Central Tyre-inflation System (CTIS) as the first vehicle had me 
having to jump out to pump the tyres when doing serious off-
roading, which was a hack.”

“Both of these vehicles were old and although all worked 
well, we had not taken the plunge and done it on the current 
vehicles which would take considerably more investment i.e. 
that of a new car.”

“At the beginning of COVID-19 we had an enquiry that would 

Unique Off-Road Concepts –  
built to conquer

The latest project for Unique Off-Road Concepts was to convert a Land Cruiser 79 4.5 V8 Diesel int a 6x6 vehicle

 Possible applications include but are not limited to the military, 
police, exploration, tour operators, search and rescue, emergency 

medical services, farming, mining, extreme condition travellers, sport 
enthusiasts and ambulance operators

The 6x6 power supply to the rear axle is via a driveshaft which runs 
through the centre axle with a connecting flange that powers a 

propshaft to the rear axle





give us the ability to kill 
two birds with one stone. 
A customer that would 
pay for a six-wheeler. We 
took it on and opened 
the company officially as 
UOC4x4 TA UOC.”

“We had to develop 
the six-wheel drive gearbox 
along with the axles and 
give it portals and CTIS. 
This took at least five 
companies in Australia to 
do, and it took them five 
years. We did it in eight 
months and it works. Its 
first trip was up to Johannesburg to get onto a truck for the 
customer in Zambia. No problems occurred and it’s still all 
good. Which was a great relief as you can imagine. A brief 
scope of work included cutting the original chassis and building 
a new one suited to extra axle design and the manufacture of 
a six-wheeler gearbox. It needed perfect CTIS and electronic 
control with presets (unique on the Land Cruiser). We also had 
to design a trayback and canopies that are modular and can 
transform for different applications, converted the vehicle to 
a four-link suspension with coil over shocks (unique on the 79 
series Land Cruiser), changed the braking system to military 
quality, adapted the handbrake to run at the transfer case so 
as to multiply break force and produced a power system able 
to charge from solar and mains and an alternator with smart 
charging ability.” 

“Other adaptations included changing the rims to our own 

designed and locally built 
CTIS-ready type design 
and built a replacement 
front bumper with 
integrated lights as well 
as designed and built 
a roof rack. We fully 
soundproofed the vehicle 
and replaced the whole 
sound system. Added a 
winch to front and rear of 
the vehicle, designed and 
manufactured a hot and 
cold water system with 
60L water on board, and 
added fuel tanks that 

gave the vehicle 250L of diesel.”
“All this work was bespoke and had to be designed and 

built locally as there was nothing that could be bought off the 
shelf except the radio and the winches and a few small things, 
but the lion’s share is all designed and manufactured locally.”

“We thought local is best for two reasons: Firstly, the time 
crunch, and secondly to showcase that we have a wealth of 
good manufacturing heads in South Africa.”

“During this time we also managed to do the development 
on what will be the first Mercedes-Benz G-Wagon made in SA 
on the same portal principle and with CTIS.”

Portal axles are an off-road technology for the serious off-
road enthusiast!

“With higher ground clearance and improved reliability, this 
robust technology will turn any off-road drive into an adventure! 

 “All this work was bespoke and had to be designed and built locally as there 
was nothing that could be bought off the shelf except the radio and the winches 

and a few small things, but the lion’s share is all designed and manufactured 
locally.”
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Traditionally used for military, farming and construction 
applications, Unique Off-Road Concepts proudly brings this to 
the 4x4 market.”

How Portal Axles work
“The standard axle found on a bakkie or SUV runs straight 

into the wheel. For vehicles with large wheels that need 
to perform under extreme conditions, this design places 
too much pressure on the axles and CV joints. Military and 
commercial vehicles started using portal axles to remedy this 
problem and now off-roaders are enjoying the benefits too.”

“The axle tube of a portal axle sits above the centre of the 
wheel hub. Connecting this tube with the wheel is a hub that 
contains reduction gears. Small gears are driven by the axle, 
and these gears in turn rotate a larger gear that turns the 
wheel. By transferring the torque in this way from a small axle 
to a large gear in the hub, the axle torque can be increased 
by around 200%, while keeping the stress on the axle low.”

“These key benefits minimise breakdowns and 
dramatically enhance your vehicles performance allowing 
you to enjoy those grade five trails with no fuss and all the 
power.”

“To top it all off, with the ability to install a CTIS you could 
have control over the air pressure in each tyre individually, 
allowing you to navigate a variety of different terrains with 
maximum manoeuvrability.”

Benefits of Portal Axles
• Ability to fit 35” tyres without losing torque by adjusting 

gear ratio’s inside the portals
• Combined +-167mm (just over 6”) lift (with portals and 

35s)
• Central Tyre-inflation System (CTIS) incorporated
• Optional fitment of CTIS. Our portals are designed so 

that CTIS can be installed at a later stage without any 
modifications, only additions required

• Increased ground clearance – a set of portal axles will 
raise your whole vehicle, including diffs and axles by about 
118mm (just over 4”) while your diffs and axles remain 
in the standard manufacturers positions relative to the 
chassis and / or bodywork, i.e. no change in driveshaft, cv 
joint, steering column, or suspension part angles

• Pressure reduction on the drivetrain – the portal axle 
gears reduce the torque on the drivetrain which reduces 
the load and the pressure of increased tyre size

• Handling vs suspension lift – portal axles increase the 
off-road capability of a vehicle because they maintain the 
manufacturers original suspension geometry

Benefits of CTIS
• Continuous vehicle movement while inflating or deflating, 

you no longer have to get out of your vehicle to change 
tyre pressures

• Increased traction and mobility over a variety of terrains
• Fully automatic system
• Small leakage compensation and correction
• Management of individual tyre pressures
• Automatic inflation of tyres depending on vehicle speed

Benefits of driving with the correct tyre pressures
• Improved handling
• Improved vehicle stability
• Increased fuel efficiency
• Increase tyre life
• Decreased driveline wear

Our Portal Axles and Drive Systems
“We developed our first set of portal axles in 2015 for 

an 80 series Toyota Land Cruiser with which we performed 
vigorous testing off-road and on-road. The second set included 
the use of “O”-ring sealing on all jointed surfaces as well as 
the integration of a CTIS.”

“Our latest project was the design and build of a 6x6 Land 
Cruiser 79 4.5 V8 Diesel which amongst other things entailed 
the design, fabrication and installation of the following: 
Central differential with an inter axle differential lock fitted 
with a limited slip; axle casings for central and rear axle; axle 
portals and side shafts with internal integrated ABS system 
and CTIS; axles fitted with six pot calliper power brake, braking 
system; power brake supply - including callipers, brake pads 
and brake discs; rear end chassis welded into final location; 
5-link suspension fitted with coil over dampers; reinforced 
front axle; bumpers, trayback with drawers and canopies; and 
a off the grid power solution.”

6x6 central differential and drivetrain:
• The 6x6 power supply to the rear axle is via a driveshaft 

which runs through the centre axle with a connecting 
flange that powers a propshaft to the rear axle

• The central differential casing is built from aluminium.  
The advantage is that it’s light weight and provides 
efficient heat transfer

• The central differential is fitted with a limited slip
• The central differential houses an inter axle differential 

fitted with an independent limited slip unit. Thus, 
no operator input is required for when in an off-road 
environment as the limited slip units will divert the power 
to the wheels with best traction

Possible applications include but are not limited to the 
military, police, exploration, tour operators, search and 
rescue, emergency medical services, farming, mining, extreme 
condition travellers, sport enthusiasts and ambulance 
operators.

For more information contact Unique Off-Road Concepts 
on TEL: +27 78 484 1575 or visit https://www.uoc4x4.co.za

Amongst other things Unique Off-Road Concepts designs and 
machine its own components

Sheetmetal and fabrication is also carried out by Unique Off-Road 
Concepts
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Mountain biking, over the last two years, has exploded 
into possibly one of fastest growing sports. Many 
businessmen are transitioning to mountain biking as 

a way to entertain their clients while reaping the fitness and 
health benefits.

Riding bicycles off-road in rough terrain has turned into 
a rapidly growing sport and not just in the last year and a 
bit. The growth in the MTB 
sport had begun a lot earlier 
and some say that the 
numbers began to surpass 
those participating in golf. 
Corporates were particularly 
converting to MTB as a way 
to entertain clients not only 
because of the fitness and 
health aspects but also 
because they could generally 
capture the attention of clients 
for a longer period than the six 
hours spent at the golf club 
and on the course. I am not 
sure of the numbers but it was 
easy to see the transition. 

South Africa’s weather, 

terrain and lifestyle lends itself to the sport. Like our fixation 
with braais and the outdoor lifestyle, many have become 
obsessed with MTB and with that industries have grown 
around it as a result. The sport requires specially designed 
bicycles capable of enduring rough and irregular terrains. 
Such bicycles are engineering masterpieces and are designed 
to maximise performance under such challenging terrains. 

MTB is one of the most 
exciting sports in the world, 
if you don’t crash and injure 
yourself. There are four main 
competitive disciplines in 
MTB: (1) Cross-country, (2) 
Marathon, (3) Enduro, (4) 
Downhill.

Each of these four 
disciplines are very 
competitive, require a high 
level of bicycle control, fitness 
and skill. Here, decision-
making is the key as riders 
must deal with obstacles in 
rough terrain whilst pedalling 
at high speeds.

Adrenaline and endorphins 

SHOPFRONT   FOCUS

Design it! Machine it! Ride it!

The machine shop that houses the company’s three CNC milling 
machines 
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One of the main components that the company machines and 
markets is chain rings. The company has spent the last six years 

refining tooth profiles on chain rings to be as efficient as possible 
without compromising chain retention. Made of seven aluminium 
alloy plate and then anodised chain rings will last longer and take 

more abuse compared to most original parts

cSixx introduced SolidWorks at an early stage. Through the use  
of the design package cSixx now have 20 different models and  

180 different configurations of chain rings that they manufacture.  
All of them have been designed with SolidWorks as are  

all of the company’s other bespoke products

cSixx machines mostly from imported aluminium block Things really get exciting when the bare aluminium chain rings 
head off for anodising to decrease wear rate as well as making 

them look rad

experienced by riders add to the riding excitement as well 
as the satisfaction of pushing themselves to the limit while 
the stylish nature (Steeze) of some riders is the ‘cherry on 
top of the cake’. These are definitely bicycles to be proud 
of, manufactured taking into account both the looks and 
performance, these two factors (for most MTB riders) are a 
‘magic’ combination.

You can also enjoy a non-competitive MTB saunter with 
friends and family on mountainsides or at many of the new 
“Trail Parks” popping up. Mountain biking is an activity that 
brings the kind of joy which most of us can only associate with 
childhood fun. It is that simple! So get involved!

cSixx is a South African mountain bike component 
manufacturing company based in the heart of Cape Town at 
the foot of Table Mountain. Established by Mark Hopkins, who 
had previously played an influential part in the design and 
development of Leatt protection neck braces, used extensively 
in the mountain bike (MTB) fraternity, and Pyga Bikes, a South 
African company that has developed into an internationally 
recognised manufacturer of mountain bike frames, before 
deciding to concentrate on developing cSixx his high-end 
bicycle component manufacturing business.

“I had already established cSixx in 2010 as a small-

scale bicycle component supplier while working at Leatt 
Corporation, a leading developer and marketer of protective 
equipment and ancillary products for many forms of sports, 
especially extreme high-velocity sports. The products include 
helmets, body armour, knee braces, elbow guards, hydration 
systems and other cutting-edge products, all products used 
in mountain biking, motocross and other motor sports,” 
explained Hopkins.

“I have been a MTB rider for many years and I am still 
a fanatic about the sport as are all my colleagues in the 
company. We are not a bunch of nerdy engineers being 
instructed to design and manufacture components. All of 
us participate in the sport and through our experiences we 
are able to develop components that are going to be more 
efficient and durable. Most of our products are machined 
on our CNC machine which then gets fitted to our bikes for 
testing. We then make changes until we are satisfied and 
decide whether the products are functional and marketable,” 
said Hopkins.

“You can’t put a price on the element of experience 
especially when it comes to mechanical components. We 
have some great trails around Cape Town and we will go out 
as a team and push our bikes and bodies to the limits so 



that we are comfortable with the end result. Field testing like 
this also offers us the ability to make changes immediately. 
This process has been an important component in the 
development of the company and its products,” added 
Hopkins.

“Of course, through this contact we are continuously 
evolving our relationship as a team rather than just being 
workers at a company.”

“Through my time at the 
Leatt and Pyga I gained valuable 
experience in 
working with carbon 
fibre, titanium, 
3D printing 
and to a lesser 
extent machining 
aluminium. The first 
component that 
cSixx developed 
and produced was 
a chain guide, a 
niche product made 
of carbon fibre and 
used specifically by 
downhill racers. Not 
many riders want to 
endure the climbs, 
but the adrenaline 
junkie comes out in 
you to just smash 
the downhill, as 
long as you have 
the condition and 
fitness to match 
your ambition. 
World champions 
are made by being 
the best at downhill 
racing and it is 
not just the rider 
– he needs the 
equipment.”

Hopkins 
should know. His 
relationship with 
downhill racing 
stretches back to 
the early 2000s 
when he was often 
locked in a battle 
for the South 
African National 
Downhill Title.

“However, when 
asked what the 
most important 
component on 
a MTB bike is, I 
always say the rider 
is and that is for 
many reasons.”

“When you’re 
looking to buy a 
new bike, which 
components matter 
most to you? Once 
upon a not-so-long-
ago, the answer 
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The company machines 
other components from 

aluminium block
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was simple: The frame. The frame is, after all, the heart and 
soul of a bike. You could always swap parts out when they 
eventually give up the ghost.” 

“But today? Today, ‘budget’ wheels cost plenty and a 
high-end fork can easily set you back a good few thousand 
rand. Right now there is a shortage of bikes because of the 
pandemic. The pandemic has connected people with their 
local trails in dramatic fashion. We are hearing about tons of 
new riders, including lots of families getting outside together 
for a ride. Families are mountain biking like never before 
and people of all ages, from all walks of life, are realising the 
benefits of having great mountain biking trails nearby.”

“And this is not just in South Africa – it is worldwide. In 
short, good components were always important but now 
swapping out the components that you don’t like or have 
broken down mechanically are also in short supply, because 
logistically South Africa is ‘far away’ and home markets are 

busy. These imported components can also burn a serious 
hole in your wallet so you better like the parts that come 
‘stock’ on that new bike or buy local, if it is manufactured 
locally. The worldwide shortage caused by the pandemic has 
been equally harsh on components but in our case it is has 
been beneficial. We do have problems with material sourcing 
but it is not something we can’t overcome.”

“At one stage I had joined the Chinese phenomenon and 
was getting components manufactured there but quality, 
logistics and strained dealings made me take the decision to 
manufacture locally. In 2015 I started to focus and give my 
full attention to cSixx and concentrate on expanding our range 
of chain guides and wheel sets to increase your performance 
to keep you speeding along without losing steam.”   

Investment in CNC machines
“The inspiration for cSixx was from my original company, 

MHD (Mark Hopkins Designs) which was originally born 
from a frustration of not being able to get a decent chain 
guide during the early days of downhill racing, coupled 
with a passion for always wanting to design, develop and 
manufacture rad products. I had a seriously bad run at the 
World Champs in Spain in 2000 with a chain falling off and 
started MHD chain guides (manufactured from carbon) the 
day after I arrived back home. That started going really well 

A gold coated chain ring for the adventurous

Chain guides and rings are, quite literally, a crucial cog in  
any cyclist’s drivetrain and designing one which is light enough  

to be efficient, whilst also being strong enough to  
remain durable, isn’t easy



Owner Mark Hopkins with machine shop manager Johnty Human 
and production manager Dave Hogan

A new handle bar mould that has been designed and  
machined by cSixx



cSixx is constantly looking at introducing new, locally  
manufactured products

with a line of full carbon chain guides as well as composite 
mudguards when the opportunity to design and develop the 
Leatt-Brace came along. Needless to say MHD was retired 
for a bit and then reinvented as cSixx as I still couldn’t find 
a rad chain guide when I started racing again in 2008,” said 
Hopkins in a recent interview with Red Bull.

“We started at the beginning of 2016 manufacturing our 
9-series carbon chain guides in-house. That progressed and 
during the latter half of the year we ordered our first CNC 
machine – a BLIN BL-S360 CNC milling machine (XYZ travels 
of 360mm by 200mm by 450mm, table size of 700mm by 
260mm and a table load of 200kg) that was supplied by 
Whole Tooling Solutions from Cape Town.”

“That allowed us to drastically increase our options 
regarding in-house manufacturing. We’re now manufacturing 
our chain rings in-house as well as other aluminium 
components. We’ve never really had a passion for outsourcing 
production and in-house is really the only way for us. We still 
use Taiwan for some specialist components but the main 
focus now is in-house manufacture and the amazing speed 
with which we can add new ideas and developments as 
well as the increased creativity we all feel actually making 
something with our own hands.”

“We have subsequently added two more BLIN CNCs 
- BL-Y600 CNC milling machines that have XYZ travels of 
600mm by 400mm by 450mm, table size of 800mm by 
400mm and a table load of 300kg -  both supplied by Whole 
Tooling Solutions. In keeping with the culture of the company 
all of them have personal names – Cassandra, Betty and 
Roxanne.”

“Johnty Human, who looks after the CNC department, has 
been very busy in automating the processes in machining. 
Besides manufacturing our own jigs and fixtures he has also 
developed our own robot system for the repetitive operations.”

“The CNC department has a night and weekend shift 
which we encourage third and fourth year students to sign up 
for as an internship programme to complete their studies.”

SolidWorks design 
“Chain guides and rings are, quite literally, a crucial cog 

in any cyclist’s drivetrain and designing one which is light 
enough to be efficient, whilst also being strong enough to 
remain durable, isn’t easy.”

“Thank goodness we were introduced to SolidWorks at an 
early stage. Through the use of the design package, we now 
have 20 different models and 180 different configurations 
of chain rings that we manufacture. All of them have been 
designed with SolidWorks as are all of our other bespoke 
products.” 

Quality
“In-house quality control and testing have been a big  
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The focus at cSixx is on local manufacture

cSixx has been expanding their Derailleur range of products. This is 
the first iteration of the cSixx Derailleur Cage which the company 
says is stiffer, more precise, has been impact tested against rocks, 
has two additional bolts for quicker derailleur wheel removal and 

features a spring tension adjuster to stiffen up your tired derailleur

Aluminium is sourced from Europe and after quality checking, 
prepping, making the cut with CNC machines followed by tolerance 

checking, deburring and polishing takes place

 Derailleur pulley wheels. According to cSixx these little guys were a 
much bigger project than they could have ever expected. There are 
such fine tolerances involved to make sure your shifting is crisp and 

drivetrain rolls smoother than ever. Bigger cut-outs and a mud-
release on the teeth prevents grass and old chain lube clogging up. A 
sealed cartridge bearing is used for maximum lifespan which can be 

replaced with a ceramic version if you so please

push over the past two years with us manufacturing a couple 
of cSixx test rigs. We’re fanatical about attaching numbers to 
performance and are not happy with the loose kind of, ‘Oh 
this feels right’ type of feedback. Obviously the ride feel is a 

very important aspect of products, especially our bars and 
wheels. However, we’re on a mission to quantify this with our 
test rigs to make sure our repeatability and consistency of 
manufacture, is on point.” 



From raw to rad
“We believe that we work in a rad environment and being 

situated in Woodstock, Cape Town adds to that vibe. All of us 
are young and most have some tertiary qualification orientated 
towards engineering. Our aluminium is sourced from Europe 
and after quality checking, prepping, making the cut with 
CNC machines followed by tolerance checking, deburring and 
polishing takes place.”

“Things really get exciting when the bare aluminium chain 
rings head off for anodising to decrease wear rate as well as 
making them look rad. This is followed by laser etching and 
packaging.”

“The next few 
years are going to 
be super exciting, 
we’ve got so much 
more in-house 
manufacturing 
planned. Our bars 
as well as rims 
are going to be an 
exciting project, with 
lots of new ideas 
planned for these 
as well as lots of 
new product lines. 
The current team 
of Alex Mancini, 
Johnty Human, 
Liam Snaddon, 
Marc van der Meer, 
David Hogan and 
Murray Duggan are 
an awesome crew 
to work with and 
its super exciting 
to be building a 
team of people so 
passionate about 
what they do!”

“We are 
constantly pushing 
to refine the bicycle 
piece by piece 
with the newest 
materials available. 
Concept design, 
prototyping, testing 
and manufacture – 
all under one roof 
for ultimate control 
over the final 
product.”

Cape Epic
“South Africa 

is regarded as 
the epicentre of 
marathon racing, 
hosting the world’s 
most prestigious 
event, the gruelling 
eight-day Cape Epic. 
This competitive 
environment 
provides cSixx the 
ideal opportunity to 
test our marathon 

products such as wheels handlebars and chain rings.” 
“The Cape Epic is one aspect. Like our love of fireplaces 

in winter, and our obsession with braais during our summer 
weather, MTB has allowed South Africans to live the great 
outdoors. This has also presented opportunities for a number 
of South African companies to manufacture and supply 
products that help to promote a healthier, more pleasant, 
enjoyable and efficient way of living.”

For further details contact cSixx on TEL: 021 035 1576, 
email: sales@csixx.com, Instagram @csixx_products or visit 
www.csixx.com
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Most of us spend 
more of our 
waking hours 

with co-workers than 
with our respective 
families. Finding a mix 
of people who can work 
and “live” together at 
work is a challenge for 
most businesses.

It’s so tempting 
though. You launch 
your business, it starts 
to grow and you need 
help. Who better than 
family? Not only are 
you giving work and a 
paycheck to your loved 
ones, but you’re also 
assured that you are 
working with people you 
can really trust. But…
should you work with 
family members? 

The answer may 
not be so simple - and many business owners are split on the 
issue. Mixing business with family can be tricky to navigate 
as a business owner, but that doesn’t mean you should avoid 
loved ones in the professional environment at all costs. In fact, 
these multifaceted relationships can give you a leg up against 
your competition. If you set some clear expectations right from 
the get-go and follow these few tips, you might find yourself 
swimming in success - with the people you love swimming right 
along with you!

It’s not easy to create an environment of teamwork, fair 
play and winning. Often those who inherit the responsibility 
for a group of co-workers are filling the shoes of a successful 
predecessor or mopping up the mess of an unsuccessful one. 
Both of these scenarios can be daunting assignments - first 
because there is precedent to improve upon and second 

because there are 
often disgruntled 
employees to deal with.

To me the crux 
of any successful 
enterprise is 
communication. 
Experience has taught 
me that a policy of 
inclusion is always 
more successful than 
one of exclusion. From 
the front office to the 
shipping dock, I believe 
it’s in every company’s 
best interest to loop its 
workers into the goals, 
direction, and condition 
of the company.

Usually in these 
scenarios you talk 
about fathers and sons 
in the business and 
maybe mum is also 
part of it. This is at 

most the usual scenario in relatively small business setups. 
I can only think of a handful that I have come across in my 
business career – and one is my own.

Very rarely do you have more than three members from 
the same family working in the same company. To have 
four brothers and dad working at the same company is very 
unusual then.

Not so say the Nortier family comprising dad Pieter Snr, 
Gerhard (the eldest), middle brother Deon and the youngest 
brothers twins Pieter and Francois, from the Strand area of the 
Western Cape.

Carbo III is a family-owned engineering business, where 
the four brothers and dad have come together with their 
knowledge and expertise to live their dream to build their own 
business. This dream, combined with late nights and hard 

Four brothers and dad.  
Making it work – Carbo III Engineering

The first of Carbo III Engineering’s new CNCs arrived in 2018 - an LK 
TC 710 drill/tap machine and a Sino VMC 1000L. Both of these 

machines have been supplied by WD Hearn Machine Tools

 In May 2019 the company acquired another LK TC 710 drill/tap 
machine and a Sino VMC 1000L 

The Nortier family comprising middle brother Deon, Gerhard (the eldest), and the 
youngest brothers twin Pieter, all standing and sitting twin Francois and dad Pieter 

Snr, all from the Strand area of the Western Cape
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work, has led to the company 
achieving remarkable growth 
in its short five-year history.

The company has grown 
from humble beginnings 
when it was established 
in May 2016 in a small 
warehouse in Strand, 
Western Cape with only one 
CNC machine at its disposal.

Pieter Nortier explains: 
“We have our father - Pieter 
Snr. - to thank for getting our 
business going. Four of us – 
dad, Deon, my twin Francois 
and myself – had been 
working at AAT Composites, 
a high-tech design and 
manufacturing company 
developing advanced, 
lightweight composite 
products for the leading 
players in the aircraft interior 
and aircraft seating industry. 
The company is based here 
in Somerset West.”

“Dad is a qualified 
toolmaker and has spent 
many years in the toolroom. 
I was very involved with 
the CAM operations at the 
company and Francois was in 
the CAD department.”

“The company was 
getting rid of some of its CNC 
equipment and dad decided 
to purchase one of them - an 
Awea CNC mill. He knew that 
we always had an ambition 
to start our own machining 
company and he let us make 
use of the machine.”

“Soon after acquiring the 
machine we secured some 
small machining contracts 
for engineering companies 
in the area. At that stage 

the machining we had to do 
was composite and similar 
components so there was no 
learning curve required for 
metal machining. As we had 
full time employment we had 
to fulfil the contract work in 
our spare time. However hard 
that was it was the beginning 
of our company and the 
fulfilment of our dream, one 
that our father also believed 
in. At this stage Gerhard was 
on his way to Pretoria for a 
job opportunity before we 
persuaded him to join the 
company.”

“The company grew 
relatively fast and we soon 
had to acquire a second 
machine, a Johnford CNC 
mill, and we also had to 
find a bigger factory to 
house them. Both of these 
machines are still operational 
in our business today.”

“Such was the growth of 
the company that in 2018 
both Francois and myself had 
to leave full time employment 
and concentrate on our 
own business. As we were 
no longer employed with 
the company we could also 
approach AAT Composites 
for some of their machining 
and designing requirements. 
Today they are one of our 
biggest clients and we 
are very thankful for the 
opportunities that they have 
afforded us.”

“This was also the 
foundation for future growth 
and for dad to join us in 
the company as well as 
our middle brothers Deon, 

Tufnol phenolic laminates are a material that the company 
machines

Carbo III Engineering are machining stainless steel components for 
balustrading 

Carbo III Engineering are machining aluminium components for 
frameless glass installations

The fabrication department
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because the company had gone through another growth spurt 
in the previous two years.”

“This has also resulted in us moving to a bigger factory in 
Somerset West and also purchasing more CNC equipment.”

“The combination of our talents and skills is also very 
complementary. It has also made us think out of the box and 
not just concentrate on machining composites.”

Machining composites 
“Despite not being hard on the machine composites 

machining is dusty, messy and hard on tools.” 
“Shops that have never cut Tufnol phenolic laminates – 

material that is approximately one-fifth the density of steel 
- might not think it would be very tough. Many times, though, 
a shop’s first time machining composites is also its last time. 
It may be that the shop applies cutting strategies appropriate 
for aluminium or steel alloys, which simply won’t cut it for 
effectively machining abrasive composites. It also could be 
as simple as an operator’s flat-out refusal to deal with the 
dust and mess created when a cutting tool engages a part 
comprised of epoxy resin and fibre reinforcement.”

“Virtually any machining operation that can be performed 
on a metal part can also be performed on a composite part. 
In addition, the milling, turning, drilling and grinding are 
done using traditional metalworking machines and tools 
that were not necessarily designed with composites in mind. 
As with machining any type of material, the key is matching 
the process to the part by applying cutting techniques and 
tooling best suited for composites. It’s really no different than 
adapting one’s machining approach when switching from an 
aluminium part to a steel part.”

“The composite components that we machine are used in 
the business class seat shells and auxiliaries for aircraft as 
well as various lavatory housings for aircraft.”

Aluminium machining
“However, composites are not the only material used 

Stainless steel components in the assembly department

Carbo III Engineering makes its own jigs and fixtures

Various laser cut and bent as well as machined components Another more complex aluminium component that has been 
machined by the company





in the manufacture of these aircraft products. Aluminium 
extrusions and other aluminium components are also required 
and it was the machining of some of these extrusions 
and components that first obliged us to change to metal 
machining. Our former employers were very happy with our 
composite machining services so encouraged us to get 
involved on the aluminium machining business.”

“At first we were machining components for the CL6710 
business class seat but the new development has been the 
CL6720 business class seat, a new seat that elevates luxury 
into new spheres with generous living space and best-in-class 
comfort features.” 

New CNC machines
“However, to get 

involved in this exact 
and demanding 
machining, let alone 
machining of a different 
material, we had to invest 
in equipment and our 
processes.”  

“The first of our new CNCs arrived 
in 2018 - an LK TC 710 drill/tap 
machine and a Sino VMC 1000L. 
Both of these machines have been 
supplied by WD Hearn Machine 
Tools.”

“The LK TC-710 is an ultra-
compact vertical high-speed 
CNC drilling/tapping center 
that has XYZ travels of 710mm by 420mm by 350mm, a table 
of 650mm by 420mm, a maximum load of 250kgs and rapid 
traverses of 48/48/48m/min.”

“The Sino VMC 1000L has work table size of 1 200mm 
by 500mm, XYZ travels of 1 000mm by 500mm by 600mm, 
a maximum load of 600kg and rapid traverse rates of 
32/432/32m/min.”

“Many of the components that we are machining require 
milling, drilling and tapping. So this influenced the decision 
on our machine choices. Workloads have subsequently 
increased which forced us to order a further two machines 
and these arrived in May 2019. We ordered the exact same 
machine - an LK TC 710 drill/tap machine and a Sino VMC 
1000L - and again both were supplied by WD Hearn Machine 
Tools.”

Other materials, other products
“Like all good businesses diversification is a must so 

that you don’t rely too much on one client. We are currently 
going through that process now. And it is not just on the 
machining side that we are looking for new clients. All five of 
us are pretty adept with finding solutions for engineering or 
manufacturing challenges.”

“We are also machining stainless steel components for 
balustrading and aluminium components for frameless glass 
installations. These are just a few examples.”

“We are also machining and manufacturing components 
for the agricultural industry, stainless steel and aluminium 
components for frameless glass installations and small 
components for the space and radar industry. These are just a 
few examples.”

Own products - Carbo III wood-fired hot tubs
“Ideally you should have your own product or products to 

market – products whereby you are involved with the majority 
of the manufacturing. With this in mind we have developed, 

designed and manufactured a wood-fired hot tub that we 
launched in December 2020. 

With the cost of power 
these days and another 
15% increase that’s 
just been loaded on us 
the use of wood is a lot 

more appealing.”
“It takes one normal 

size bag of wood to heat the 
water to approximately 38/39 

degrees Celsius within 90 minutes! And this is 1 000 litres of 
water.”“Additionally the tub can be portable if necessary as it 
weighs approximately 90kg without the stove and 130kg with 
the stove (excluding water).”

“Most of the sheetmetal and other components are made 
of 316 marine grade stainless steel and where necessary 
marine grade aluminium. The tub is also supplied with a 
thermal bubble cover and a stainless steel shovel and rake.”

“We have only been in the market a short time but already 
we have sold nearly 30 units.”

“It certainly forms part of our goals - bringing more core 
work in-house, diversifying our customer base and designing 
and developing our own products.”

For further details contact Carbo III Engineering on  
TEL: 021 000 5990 or visit www.carbo3.co.za

Carbo III Engineering have developed, designed and manufactured a 
wood-fired hot tub that they launched in December 2020

 “It takes one normal size bag of wood to heat the water to 
approximately 38/39 degrees Celsius within 90 minutes!  

And this is 1 000 litres of water.”

An aluminium component that has been machined
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BETTER   PRODUCTION

Introducing the newest 
technology to your facility may 
come with a steep learning 

curve, but the benefits are 
especially large when it comes to 
a reduction in downtime.

Modern society is heavily 
dependent on machinery. We 
use cars, buses and trains to 
commute to work. We rely on 
turbines and grids to power our 
homes. We depend on agricultural 
tools to farm and harvest food. 
In fact, it’s easy to forget how 
much of our lives are powered by 
machinery. That is, until these machines fail.

Care, maintenance and upkeep are critical to a machine’s 
usefulness. But it’s often a tricky balancing act of deciding 
when or if to repair or replace parts. And as with most 
decisions made on guesswork, huge inefficiencies can follow. 

It’s no surprise that many organisations are therefore 
looking at how automation, robotics, AI and machine learning 
can drive insight and reduce inefficiencies and failure.

When it comes to productivity, downtime is its antithesis. 
This is because it only takes one machine to be out of action 
for an entire supply chain to grind to a halt. Of course, many 
businesses expect and accept a small amount of downtime. 
They understand that machines need to be periodically 
taken offline to be inspected for safety and repairs. But while 
businesses can work around this planned downtime to ensure 
their operations remain as active as they can be, unplanned 
downtime can be hugely disruptive.

The old proverb, “Time is Money,” is especially true when 
it comes to a production environment though. Automation has 
brought many advancements to production, but saving time is 
the most significant.

Newly installed assembly lines are typically incrementally 
faster and more complex than what has been replaced. This 
has significantly improved throughput, but faster production 
means more expensive downtime, if it were to occur.

Material handling with Yaskawa Motoman robots
Amid these challenging times and changes, better 

technologies help curb problems that slow or stop 
production. Those technologies include improvements to 
existing machinery and updating previous systems with new 
automated equipment, all adding up to improved efficiencies 

that translate to the bottom line.

The fourth wave
The advent of Industry 

4.0, with the use of digitally 
networked machines, artificial 
intelligence, augmented 
reality, blockchain, the Internet 
of Things and robotics that 
represent the fourth industrial 
revolution, offers an opportunity 
to create more efficient, time-
saving operations in many areas 
of industry.

In a recent white paper on 
the topic the advantages of Industry 4.0 were highlighted. 
‘Technology is a clear and increasingly urgent focus area for 
industry investment because there are IT and OT technologies 
within manufacturers which are outdated or running on legacy 
infrastructure. Meanwhile, COVID-19 has thrown up its own 
challenges as food processing plants, for example, are forced 
to close and the lockdowns that aim to stop the spread of the 
coronavirus have prevented farmers across the globe from 
delivering food products to consumers. It makes sense to 
consider having equipment that is easier to operate or needs 
less specialisation so that quality and productivity do not drop 
when resources are squeezed,” the paper states.

The term material handling is a helpless attempt to 
categorise the variety of possible applications for robots. You 
could include assembly with all kinds of fastening, pick and 
place, packaging, palletising, machine tending and press 
tending or bending in this category, but in our application 
overview pages we decided to give them separate pages. In 
fact, those mentioned applications are sequences of handling 
operations.

In material handling applications, everything depends 
on quality, consistency and efficiency. Whether your priority 
is absolute precision, pure payload-moving power or both, 
Yaskawa material handling solutions can help you maximise 
throughput and optimise ROI for applications including 
machine tending, assembly, part transfer, picking, packing, 
palletising and more.

Cases for automation
• Large production runs - A robotic automation solution can 

reduce labour costs and allows talented employees to 
concentrate on higher-value, complex jobs

Implementing robotic technology  
to reduce downtime

Manufacturing is at a turning point, and the current pace of technological change is prompting 
companies to be more agile and efficient whilst lowering costs and increasing productivity. To 

withstand competitive pressures and end-customer demands, businesses of all sizes in diverse 
industries are investing in Industry 4.0 technologies to enhance operations and foster growth.





• Increase productivity and efficiency - Robots can deliver 
exceptional speed and precision, leading to reduced cycle 
times, increased production volume and less waste or 
rework 

• Secondary material processing - Used frequently in common 
removal and cutting applications, high performance robots 
and patented robotic tools add versatility and streamline 
changeovers for low-volume, secondary operations such 
as deburring, grinding, finishing and polishing, as well as 
waterjet, ultrasonic, laser and plasma cutting

Yaskawa 
material handling 
and assembly 
robotic solutions for 
all industries

With more 
than 300 000 
industrial robots, 
10 million servos 
and 18 million 
inverter drives 
installed globally, 
Yaskawa provides 
automation 
products and 
solutions for 
virtually every 
industry and 
robotic application, 
including arc 
welding, assembly, 
coating, dispensing, 
material handling, 
material cutting, 
material removal, 
packaging, 
palletising and spot 
welding.

The product 
line includes more 
than 150 distinct 
industrial robotic 
arm models 
and a full-line of 
pre-engineered 
"World" solutions 
that are complete 
application-specific 
work cells, including 
robot, process and 
safety equipment.

Combined 
with Yaskawa’s 
sister and partner 
companies, 
they support 
robotic solutions 
throughout the 
world. Yaskawa’s 
proven track 
record of delivering 
industry leading 
quality, innovation 
and customer 
satisfaction can 
help you exceed 

your automation goals.
Yaskawa Motoman is backed by a powerful parent, 

Yaskawa Electric Corporation of Japan. Since 1915, Yaskawa 
Electric has demonstrated a passion for automation by 
developing specialised solutions to help customers increase 
efficiency, improve quality, boost productivity, and deliver 
outstanding ROI. As one of the world’s largest manufacturers 
of industrial robots, Yaskawa Electric has offices in 28 
countries and approximately 14 000 employees worldwide.

For further details contact Yaskawa Southern Africa on 
TEL: 011 608 3182 or visit www.yaskawa.za.com
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Iscar’s recently launched Logiq 
campaign introduced new families 
of cutting tools targeted to address 

challenges in metalworking, from 
increasing efficiency and developing 
cost-beneficial small-size tool solutions to 
reducing machining vibrations. One of the 
issues confronting Iscar’s specialists was 
how to increase productivity in drilling? 
Although a traditional approach, based 
solely on advanced cutting geometry and 
progressive tool materials, can result 
in some improvements in productivity, 
it is still far from a dramatic change. A 
significant breakthrough calls for another 
concept.

The development of the Logiq3Cham 
family of drills with exchangeable heads 
offers a solution to this challenge 
(Fig 1). The drills feature heads with 
three flutes instead two, which is the 
standard number in a drill design. As 
a result, machining cycle times can be 
reduced by up to 50% when compared 
to the conventional two-flute drills. The 
idea looks logical and simple - more 
flutes means more feed speed, which 
leads to higher productivity. However, a 
translation of this idea into action is not 
as easy as it may seem. Iscar’s engineers 
had to solve several complex tasks in 
order to design a robust and reliable 
three-flute drill.

An increase in metal removal rates 
leads to a subsequent growth in cutting 
forces. This means that the drill’s chisel 
point must be capable of withstanding 
high cutting forces. To ensure a stable 
drilling process, the drill should enable 
good centring and a smooth penetration 
into the material. When compared to a 
two-flute drill, a three-flute drill of the 
same nominal diameter generates a 
smaller flute area for chip evacuation 
(Fig 2). Therefore, another important 
design requirement for the new drill is 
to enable efficient chip formation and 
unconstrained chip flow.

An additional method of improving 
productivity can be found by decreasing 
non-productive machine time. This can 
be achieved by significantly reducing the 
time lost in replacing a worn drill. 

Development of the Logiq3Cham line 
offers a good example of how to find and implement effective 
solutions for these challenges.

The cutting element of a Logiq3Cham drill is a three-
flute exchangeable head H3P, made from cemented carbide. 
The head, which features a durable and precise chisel point 
combined with an appropriate gash angle, successfully 
stands against a heavy cutting load. Iscar’s latest research 
and development projects for high-performance two-flute 
drills brought an unusual concave shape of cutting edges. The 

resemblance of the shape to a pagoda 
profile even generated the shoptalk term, 
a pagoda edge. The concave cutting 
edges result in smooth and stable drilling. 
Following the logic of this successful 
design, the pagoda shape was integrated 
into the new three-flute head.

In the Logiq3Cham drills, the concave 
shape of the head edge significantly 
contributes to generating the optimal 
chip form and makes chip evacuation 
process easy. In addition, the 15° corner 
chamfer improves wear resistance and 
strengthens the head cutting corner. A 
dovetail clamping concept prevents the 
head from being extracted from its pocket 
in a drill body during retraction. The head 
clamping method, which provides face 
contact between a head and a drill body, 
ensures the realisation of the no setup 
time principle that already characterises 
several Iscar tool families. According 
to this principle, replacing a worn head 
does not require any additional setup 
procedure and may be done when a drill 
is mounted in a machine tool spindle. 
This capability significantly decreases the 
unproductive time component in a cycle 
time.  

A Logiq3Cham drill body that carries 
an H3P head has its own specific 
features. In designing the drill body, 
Iscar’s tool engineers faced some 
difficulties caused by the three-flute 
concept. The growth in metal removal rate 
necessitated a proportionate increase in 
flute volume to ensure an unconstrained 
chip flow. However, this was shown to 
reduce body strength and stiffness when 
compared with a two-flute design of the 
same diameter and therefore a non-
standard solution was required. Finite 
element modelling assisted in identifying 
a solution, a variable flute helix angle, 
which provides a durable body structure 
to resist a high axial load and improve the 
body’s dynamic rigidity. A helical margin 
prevents chip adhesion between the body 
and the drilled hole.

The head pocket enables a large face 
contact surface, which spreads out the 
pressure during machining. The pocket is 
designed to avoid plastic deformation and 
increase heat resistance, so prolonging 

pocket tool life even in difficult conditions.
Iscar’s Logiq approach has combined the advantages 

of a pagoda-shaped cutting edge, reliable head clamping 
method, and a specially designed drill body with its ‘no setup 
time’ concept to provide an extremely efficient tool for high-
performance drilling in a diameter range of 12mm to 25.9mm 
(Fig 3).

For further details contact Iscar South Africa on  
TEL: 011 997 2700 or visit www.iscar.com

Applying Logiq to drilling
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Trumpf has announced that it has acquired the software 
house Lantek and is focusing on software in sheet metal 
processing that runs independently of the machine 

manufacturer.
“Trumpf is opening up to customers’ production eco-

systems with this acquisition,” said Tom Schneider, managing 
director of machine tool development at Trumpf.” 
“Our customers’ process is our focus - 
with Lantek, we comprehensively cover 
the sheet metal process chain, even with 
machines from different manufacturers. 
In this way, we are taking another big step 
toward efficient and connected sheet metal 
production and enriching the Smart Factory 
solution portfolio.”

“After participating in the development 
of umati, the open machine data interface, 
the development of Omlox, the open 
positioning standard, and the cooperation 
with intralogistics expert Jungheinrich on 
automated guided vehicles, the cooperation 
with Lantek is a consistent step towards 
process optimisation and connectivity for 
the sheet metal production of the future.”

“We are looking forward to cooperating 
closely with Trumpf. Lantek has been at the forefront of sheet 
metal software for 35 years thanks to its ability to bring the 
best manufacturing solutions to any cutting machine, and this 
will continue to be our goal, assuring interconnectivity and 

independency between machine tool builders.”
“Our customers benefit from a close exchange in the key 

technologies of the future AI, data models and holistic process 
control. This enables us to bundle our competencies and 
develop software for the future of sheet metal production in 
an even more open and customer-oriented way in the future,” 
said Alberto López de Biñaspre, CEO of Lantek.

The family-owned software specialist 
Lantek was founded in 1986 and is 
headquartered in Vitoria-Gasteiz, Spain. 
The company operates worldwide with 
20 locations in 14 countries. More than 
220 employees develop, implement, and 
maintain software for sheet metal and 
metalworking with any cutting technologies. 
This includes CAD, CAM, MES and ERP 
solutions.

Lantek will continue to operate under 
its current name. An integration under 
the Trumpf brand is not planned and 
Lantek continues committed to neutrality 
and independence from all machine tool 
builders.

Both companies have agreed not 
to disclose the financial details of the 

transaction. The transaction is expected to close by the end of 
the month.

For further details contact Retecon on TEL: 011 976 8600 
or visit www.retecon.co.za

Trumpf acquires Lantek to promote 
open communication standards

Lantek to maintain current agreements with machine vendors, customers.

INTERNATIONAL   NEWS
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Yamazaki Mazak has helped the McLaren Formula 1 
team step up its preparations for the 2021 season 
by supplying and commissioning a brand new fully-

simultaneous 5-axis machining center in just four weeks. The 
new machine, an Integrex i-100S Multi-Tasking machining 
center, was ordered in December 2020 and became fully 
operational at McLaren’s Technology Centre in Surrey at the 
end of the same month.   

The installation is the latest step in the Formula 1 team’s 
partnership with Mazak, which now stands at in excess of 
twenty years, and takes the total number of Mazak machines 
currently used by McLaren to 28. 

The i-100S benefits from a compact, ergonomic design 
complete with a large machining envelope. It is capable of 
machining both round and square workpieces up to ø500mm 
and 854mm in length from raw material with just one setup, 
one machine and one operator. Its versatility will enable it to 
be used for the manufacture of a variety of parts including 
those used within the suspension, transmission and engine 
systems, as well as general car system components. 

Malcolm Jones, Manager, Machining & Fabrication at 
McLaren Racing, commented: “As part of our longer-term 
investment strategy in manufacturing technologies we plan 
for regular upgrades to our existing portfolio of machines to 
ensure we operate with the fastest, most efficient technology 
available. At the end of 2020 we acknowledged the need 
to increase the versatility of our in-house machining to help 
improve our competitiveness on the track. However, with just a 
small window of opportunity ahead of our 2021 team launch, 
we needed to act fast.” 

“Having broached the challenge with Mazak, we quickly 

identified the i-100S as an appropriate solution. Crucially, the 
team at Mazak was able to source a machine and arrange 
for it to be shipped, installed and commissioned in just four 
weeks. Not only does it complement our machine portfolio 
nicely, but it also underpins our need for more flexible 
and capable machines. What’s more, features such as the 
SmoothX CNC and the second spindle will enable us produce 
components to a higher degree of accuracy and faster than 
the older generation machines.”

“The i-100S is the next step forward in our larger 
plans to refresh our machine shop and invest in the latest 
simultaneous 5-axis machine tool technology. We highly value 
our close working relationship with Mazak which will help 
us to make parts faster and more accurately,” concluded 
Malcolm. 

Alan Mucklow, Managing Director UK & Ireland Sales & 
Service Division at Yamazaki Mazak, added: “McLaren Racing 
has long held a special significance at Yamazaki Mazak. When 
the team approached us with a time-sensitive situation, we 
were determined to meet the challenge head-on. The desire 
to help deliver incremental change in a competitive sport 
reliant on fine margins remains as strong as ever, and I hope 
the speed of which we were able to deliver our latest machine 
will stand the team in good stead. The Integrex i-100S is every 
inch the modern, versatile and flexible machining centre, 
delivering fully-simultaneous 5-axis technology from a compact 
footprint. I have no doubt that it will help the McLaren team to 
continue its quest for excellence.”

For further details contact Hi-Tech Machine Tools on  
TEL: 011 608 0088 or visit www.hitech.co.za

Walter AG, 
headquartered 
in Tuebingen, 

Germany, and Vargus Ltd, 
headquartered in Nahariya, 
Israel, have established the 
joint venture VWR Cutting Tools 
S.R.L. The two precision tool 
manufacturers each hold equal 
shares in the new business. A 
joint production company that 
manufactures tool holders will 
be established at the Vargus 
production site Ploiesti near 
Bukarest, Romania.

Walter and Vargus signed the contract for the joint 
venture on February 26, 2021. VWR Cutting Tools S.R.L is 
expected to start production in November 2021 with some 20 
employees.

Richard Harris, President of Walter, says: “The joint 

venture in Romania is a further 
investment in the globalisation 
and growth of our company. With 
Vargus, we have a strong partner 
and specialist for tools at our 
side.”

Vargus Ltd has been 
operating their manufacturing 
plant in Romania since 2017. 
The planned expansion of this 
plant will serve exclusively the 
production of tool holders for 
Vargus and for Walter. The 
purpose of the new company 

VWR Cutting Tools S.R.L. is to improve the overall supply 
chain of these products in Europe and USA.

“We have been working with Walter in a trusted 
relationship for over 20 years. With the joint venture, we are 
taking another step together to position ourselves optimally 
for the future,” says Harry Ehrenberg, President of Vargus Ltd.

Walter and Vargus join forces in Romania
Joint venture for the production of tool holders.

Mazak helps McLaren Racing  
get set for new season with  

rapid 5-axis installation



April 3, 2021 marked the 
125th anniversary of 
Gleason-Hurth Tooling 

GmbH, and a proud legacy of 
innovation dating back to when 
mechanic and tinkerer Carl Hurth 
founded his first workshop on 
Munich’s Viktualienmarkt. Today, 
Gleason-Hurth Tooling GmbH is 
an important part of global leader 
Gleason Corporation, producing 
advanced workholding and 
precision tools for the world’s gear 
manufacturing industries. 

Products today include some of the most advanced and 
productive shaving cutters, chamfering and deburring tools, 
master gears and setting masters, honing and grinding tools, 
as well as diamond-plated dressing tools for a wide range of 
applications. 

Most recently, the company’s plant facilities on Moosacher 
Strasse in Munich Milbertshofen have been completely 
renovated with state-of-the-art equipment and extremely 
efficient workflow and quality processes. In addition to the 
ultra-modern, digitised production, the newly designed office 
environment offers employees all the amenities and benefits 

of a creative and flexible working 
environment. 

Company officials credit 
much of Gleason-Hurth Tooling 
GmbH’s continued success 
to its workforce of skilled and 
dedicated employees. The 
company continues to train its 
own apprentices to hand down 
critical skills and methodologies 
to the next generation of 
co-workers. Indeed, a large part 
of the company’s workforce 

today completed their apprenticeships at the Gleason-Hurth 
Tooling GmbH plant. The facility also serves as a training 
centre for the global Gleason Academy with an extensive 
programme of training, seminars and webinars.

Today, Gleason-Hurth Tooling GmbH is poised for 
significant future growth, and well positioned to meet fast-
growing demand for innovative new drive concepts for electric 
vehicles, and other emerging products using increasingly 
complex, high quality gears.

For further details contact 600SA Machine Tools:  
Johnny 072 157 6003, Richard 061 525 3060 or  
Carlos 064 505 9906 or visit www.mt600sa.co.za

Gleason-Hurth Tooling celebrates  
125 years of gear technology
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Electric carmaker Tesla has said it was irritated by 
administrative delays to the construction of its new giga 
factory outside Berlin, and put forward its own reform 

proposals.
“Tesla has experienced first-hand how obstacles in 

German authorisation procedures slow down industrial 
transformation,” the company wrote in a letter to Berlin’s 
highest administrative court seen by AFP.

“If these obstacles are not dealt with quickly, there 
is a high risk that Germany will miss its climate targets,” 
the company added, as it backed a legal case against the 
government by German environmentalist group DUH.

Arguing that its own experiences with German bureaucracy 
would be relevant to the case, Tesla said that Germany 
needed to modernise itself if it were to meet its target of 
reducing emissions to 55% of 1990 levels by 2030.

The new site still only has provisional construction 
permits, but Tesla has been authorised by local officials 
to begin work at its own risk, pending final authorisation. 
Permission has been repeatedly delayed by a series of claims 
lodged against the company by local environmental groups 
relating to issues such as water supply and the relocation of 

wildlife. 
Yet Elon Musk’s company insisted in the letter that 

the Berlin giga factory should be seen as a project which 
helps fight climate change. The carmaker set out 10 reform 
proposals to improve German approval procedures, including 
more digitalisation and faster procedures for projects judged 
to be sustainable. It also backed the legal action by DUH, 
which is aiming to require the government to impose stricter 
measures in order to meet its climate goals.

DUH president Juergen Resch told AFP that Tesla’s 
intervention was a welcome surprise.

“This unusual step will bring ideas and impulses from 
outside into the discussion in Germany about our oversized 
bureaucracy,” he said. 

Yet he also said that DUH did not agree with everything 
Tesla had put forward, and warned that NGOs and activist 
associations should remain involved. DUH is known in 
Germany for its partially successful campaign to ban 
diesel vehicles from city centres, and is not affiliated with 
environmental groups that have brought claims against  
the Tesla factory. 

Tesla slams German bureaucracy, 
offers reform proposals

Tesla aims to produce 500 000 electric vehicles a year at its first European giga factory  
just outside of Berlin, which is slated to begin operations in July this year.
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The first edition of the new leading 
trade fair and the centre for 
grinding technology, GrindingHub, 

will be held from 17 to 20 May 2022 in 
Stuttgart,Germany.

A new event focusing on grinding 
technology is scheduled to be run every 
two years by the VDW (German Machine 
Tool Builders’ Association), Frankfurt 
am Main, in cooperation with Messe 
Stuttgart and the “Machine Tools and 
Manufacturing Technology” industry 
sector of Swissmem (Association of the 
Swiss Mechanical, Electrical and Metal 
Industries) as promotional supporter.

The new industry hub for grinding 
technology holds a great deal of potential 
thanks to its international orientation 
and its location in Stuttgart, which is 
central and easily accessible from all 
over the world. The organisers are part 
of a worldwide network, which includes 
Messe Stuttgart (numerous foreign 
agencies), the VDW (experience in organising EMO Hannover 
and Metav as well as contacts in the associations of all major 
manufacturing nations), and Swissmem (also with significant 
experience in organising joint stands at metalworking trade 

fairs all over the world).
The main areas of the GrindingHub 

will be Technology / Processes, 
Productivity, Automation and 
Digitalisation in Grinding Technology. 
There are also plans to present special 
solutions in show areas. The event 
concept includes a digital dimension and 
a supplementary web conference in the 
odd-numbered years.

All the partners are convinced 
that the GrindingHub will be uniquely 
equipped as a trade fair to meet the 
future challenges in the industry. 23 
market leaders in the grinding technology 
industry have committed themselves to 
taking part in the first edition of the new 
event. These are Agathon, Anca, Blaser 
Swisslube, Buderus Schleiftechnik, 
Danobat-Overbeck, DVS Group, DVS 
Tooling, Emag, Geibel&Hotz, Haas 
Schleifmaschinen, Hembrug, Isoma, 
Kapp-Niles, Liebherr Verzahntechnik, 

Naxos-Diskus, Präwema, Reishauer AG, Rollomatic, Saacke, 
Supfina, Tschudin, United Grinding, Vollmer.

For further information visit www.messe-stuttgart.de/
grindinghub or www.grindinghub.de

GrindingHub exhibition launched – 
focus on grinding

DMG MORI will strengthen its 
presence in China by building 
a new plant as part of a €75 

million investment in a 5-axis milling 
machine factory in Pinghu. The company 
said it plans to start construction of 
a 35 000m², highly automated and 
consistently digitised production plant for 
5-axis milling machines near Shanghai.

“We are building the world’s most 
modern production plant in Pinghu 
for €75 million and are showing the 
full potential of our holistic technology solutions: Flexible 
automation, end-to-end digitisation, cutting-edge flow 
assembly with AGVs for 5-axis milling machines,” said 
Christian Thönes, chairman of the executive board of DMG 
Mori.

Made in China – for China. With this goal and a high level 
of value-added depth, DMG Mori produces 5-axis milling 
machines of the DMU series. The state-of-the-art production 
is aligned to an annual capacity of over 2 200 machines. The 
new site covers a total area of 70 000m².

The Grand Opening of DMG Mori Pinghu Manufacturing 
Solutions is scheduled for the end of 2022. Pinghu is located 

in the middle of the Yangtze River 
Delta – one of the most dynamic 
economic zones in China – and has 
developed rapidly in terms of economy 
and technology due to its geographical 
advantages.

Just in September 2020, DMG 
Mori put into operation the new 
monoBLOCK Excellence Factory 
in Pfronten with 36 AGV transport 
systems (automated guided vehicles). 
The value chain powered by the 

‘no-code’ platform TULIP, which is developed and completely 
digitised by the company’s own employees, will now also be 
used in China.

The high demand for machine tools in this fast-growing 
market is currently serviced by more than 500 employees.

In addition to the technology centre in Shanghai and 
production plant in Tianjin, there are eight sales and service 
companies (Beijing, Shenyang, Chongqing, Xi'an, Shanghai, 
Ningbo, Suzhou, Shenzhen). The new investment of around 
€75 million underlines DMG Mori's growth plans in China.

For further details contact Retecon on TEL: 011 976 8600 
or visit www.retecon.co.za

DMG MORI strengthens presence in  
China as the company outlines plans for a 

new 5-axis milling machine factory
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When NASA’s 
six-wheeled 

Perseverance rover 
touched down on 
the red soil of Mars, 
ground control 
teams in California 
leapt to their 
feet in unbridled 
enthusiasm. But they 
weren’t the only ones 
bursting with joy.

North of the 
border on Vancouver 
Island, Canada a 
team of mechanical 
engineers and 
metal workers were 
overwhelmed with their work landing on the red planet.

“A lot of the guys were watching the landing on their 
computers as it came down, going through the countdown. So, 
there was a lot of excitement,” said Ron Sivorot, Kennametal 
Inc. Langford Site business director.

Inside Kennametal Inc. in Greater Victoria, teams of metal 
workers and mechanical engineers design a variety of custom 
products for businesses around the world. However, this was 

the first time 
a partnership 
had taken the 
Vancouver Island 
business into 
orbit.

In 2014 the 
company began 
a partnership 
with NASA’s 
jet propulsion 
laboratory to help 
design and build 
a drill bit capable 
of tearing into 
the harsh and 
unknown soil of 
Mars.

“We 
specifically made a tooth blank for a core bit drill,” said 
Sivorot. “So basically, that is the business end of the drill that 
basically drills into Mars. The company has a specific skillset 
with the material tungsten carbide. It’s an incredibly hard 
metal known for its use in harsh climates.”

Staff at the Langford operation helped create a blank 
drill bit tip which NASA then put the final touches on before 
mounting to the car-sized rover. Perseverance touched down in 

From manufacturing on earth  
to searching for life on Mars

NASA’s Perseverance Mars rover uses product made at Kennametal’s Langford site.

The World Steel Association forecasts steel demand 
growing by 5.8% to 1.87 billion metric tons this year, after 
a slight decrease in 2020, with an automotive sector 

rebound among the leading factors.
The World Steel Association forecasts that global steel 

demand will rise 5.8% this year to 1.87 billion metric tons, 

then a further 2.7% to 1.92 billion metric tons in 2022. 
Demand from automotive and construction sectors offer the 
best prospects for growth. These predictions follow a year 
of slightly declining (-0.2%) demand in 2020, with major 
consuming industries like automotive and construction beset 
by pandemic-related restrictions and supply-chain disruptions.

The association added that its new forecast assumes that 
second or third waves COVID-19 outbreaks will stabilise in 
Q2 2021, and that vaccinations will contribute to “a gradual 
return to normality in major steel-using countries.”

According to Saaed Al Remeithi, chairman of the World 
Steel Economics Committee: “The global steel industry was 
fortunate enough to end 2020 with only a minor contraction in 
steel demand. This was due to a surprisingly robust recovery 
in China, with growth of 9.1%. In the rest of the world steel 
demand contracted by 10.0%.”

The association forecasts that Africa will grow by 8.3% in 
2021 and by 5.9% in 2022 after contracting by 9.4% in 2020. 
The figures in tons are 35.6 million metric tons for 2020, 38.6 
million metric tons for 2021 and 40.9 million metric tons for 
2022. China is forecast to consume 1 024.9 million metric 
tons 2021.

Global steel demand recovering  
in 2021
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dramatic fashion 
on Mars last 
week and almost 
immediately began 
its work of taking 
core samples. 
NASA hopes that 
drilling into the 
ground of Mars 
could uncover 
galactic mysteries 
about the planet 
and possibly 
uncover life on 
another planet.

Commander 
Chris Hadfield 
is no stranger 
to Canadian 
contributions to 
space exploration. 
The Toronto-based 
astronaut was the 
first Canadian to 
walk in space and 
has served as the 
commander of 
the International 
Space Station. 
He says each 
time Canada is 
represented in the 
cosmos, it dares 
us all to dream 
bigger.

“There is 
a great sense 
of contributing 
to something 
important that 
is bigger than 
yourself,” said Col. 
Hadfield from his 
Toronto home.

“For the folks 
at Kennametal, 
they are doing a 
great job, they 
make a great 
product. Their 
tungsten carbide 
is twice as hard 
as steel, but that 
little thing they 
work on, that they 
take daily pride in, 

is now right on the very forward edge of human exploration,” 
he said.

Over the next two years, the rover will use its two metre 
arm to drill down and collect rock samples containing possible 
signs of bygone microscopic life. Three to four dozen chalk-size 
samples will be sealed in tubes and set aside to be retrieved 
eventually by another rover and brought homeward by another 
rocket ship. The goal is to get them back to Earth as early as 
2031.

For more information contact Kennametal South Africa on 
TEL: 011 748 9300 or visit www.kennametal.com
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OSG ADO 40D and 50D coolant - 
through carbide long drills

Although conventional carbide twist drills are capable of 
producing finely divided chips, when machining steel 
materials such as carbon steel, alloy steel and stainless 

steel, elongation of chips can easily occur. The unstable chip 
shape interferes with chip evacuation, which is especially 
problematic in deep- hole drilling, and may lead to sudden tool 
breakage.

The ADO’s newly developed R gash geometry expands 
the chip room at the centre of the tool where chips are 
di cult to be discharged. With the optimised R shape to 
guide the direction of chip flow, chips can be evacuated 
smoothly. Moreover, with this new feature, the curling of 
chips is controlled, and the consistency of chip shape has 
significantly improved to allow superior chip separation versus 
the conventional design. In addition, the cutting force (thrust 
resistance) is reduced by approximately 30 per cent compared 
to the conventional design, thereby enabling the suppression 
of machining vibration in high-feed machining and improves 
straightness during drilling.

The second key feature of the ADO long drill is its new flute 
specification that enables smooth evacuation of the compact 
chips created by the R gash geometry, while maintaining high 
tool rigidity of the long tool body necessary for 40xD and 50xD 
applications. Chip evacuation capability has been greatly 

amplified by expanding the width of the flute, which functions 
as chip room. A 25-degree helical flute geometry is applied to 
enhance rigidity without interfering chip evacuation capability.

Last but not least, just as important as the previous two 
key features is the adoption of OSG’s original EgiAs coating 
for high durability. The EgiAs coating is consist of overlapping 
nano-periodical layers and wear-resistance layers, engineered 
to suppress the propagation of cracks that are likely to occur 
during drilling. The wear-resistance layer is composed of 
multiple hard layers while the nano-periodical is a combination 
of hard and soft layers. With a mixture of hard and soft layers, 
internal stress can be relieved, allowing the EgiAs coating to 
achieve both high wear resistance and extreme toughness to 
ensure stable and consistent tool life under aggressive cutting 
conditions.

Cutting data
The most notable advantages of the ADO long drill are its 

consistent chip separation ability, low cutting resistance, and 
capability to achieve a fine balance between tool rigidity and 
trouble-free chip evacuation regardless of the long cutting 
depth to allow stable and efficiency processing.

For further details contact Somta Tools on  
TEL: 011 390 8700 or visit www.somta.co.za

Fanuc has introduced the next step in complete robotics 
and CNCs integration for more efficient operations. Fanuc 
CNCs now have the ability to control connected FANUC 

robots providing machine tending or other assistance through 
FANUC’s Quick and Simple Startup of Robotization (QSSR).

More manufacturing operations are taking advantage of 
adding more robotics to execute repetitive tasks previously 
manually performed. Advanced automation offers a 
competitive edge and greater profit margins to shops of all 
sizes.

For more efficient operations, Fanuc CNCs now have the 
ability to control connected Fanuc robots providing machine 
tending or other assistance through Fanuc’s Quick and Simple 
Startup of Robotisation (QSSR.)

The QSSR is a complete package that simplifies the 
connection of a Fanuc robot to a Fanuc controlled machine 

tool. The QSSR G-code feature allows operators and 
machine tool builders to programme robots easily through 
the CNC in ISO standard G-code format. Those unfamiliar 
with robotic programming language will no longer require 
additional training or specialists because the programming 
can be performed with G-codes. Reliance on a separate 
teach pendant for the robot is also greatly reduced with the 
capability of robotic programming and operation through the 
CNC user interface.

Fanuc’s QSSR not only makes connecting a Fanuc robot 
through a high-speed Ethernet cable to a machine tool easy 
but also simplifies the setup, programming, and operation.

The QSSR G-code feature is available on Fanuc CNC Series 
Oi-F, Oi-F Plus, 30i-B, and 30i-B Plus.

For further details contact Fanuc South Africa on  
011 392 3610 or sales@fanuc.co.za or visit www.fanuc.co.za

Simplified robot and CNC  
integration from Fanuc

The Quick and Simple Startup of Robotisation platform allows  
operators and machine tool builders to programme robots  

easily through the CNC in ISO standard G-code format.

PRODUCT   REVIEW
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Composite brushes from Pferd 
have been specifically developed 
for industrial, automated use. 

These brushes are particularly suitable 
for deburring complicated components 
such as cylinder heads, gear toothing 
and are even approved for aerospace 
use.

A benefit of Pferd plastic filament 
brushes, when compared with 
traditional wire brushes, is their cool 
grinding capability and lack of sparks. 
Unlike steel, stainless steel and brass 
wire brushes, composite filament 
brushes have minimal risk of a piece 
of filament breaking off and staying 
behind on componentry, such as 
sophisticated gearing that has zero 
tolerance for contamination.

Filament shapes
Abrasive grains are embedded in 

flexible plastic filaments, meaning the 
filament works on the sides and at the 
tip. Pferd offers composite brushes 
with round and rectangle filaments, in 
a variety of filament materials, suitable 
for a host of abrasive applications.

The round filaments are particularly useful for applications 
that place demands on the flexibility of the brush while the 
rectangular filaments are used for applications that require 
aggressive abrading.

Composite filament 
materials

Filament material in 
Pferd’s range of composite 
filament brushes includes 
Silicon carbide (SiC), 
Aluminium oxide (AO), 
Ceramic oxide (CO), 
Diamond (DIA) and Nylon—
each material exhibiting 
characteristics suited to 
specific applications.

SiC for deburring and improving a variety of surfaces 
while AO, which has fewer sharp edges than SiC, is ideal for 
smoothing, polishing and finishing on soft metals. 

CO is very sharp and extremely tough, offering aggressive 
brushing, leading to high stock removal. And like many other 

DIA abrasives, this material is again 
suited for use on extremely hard 
materials.

Lastly, Nylon filament brushes 
are perfect for soft materials such 
as plastics, which would otherwise 
be scratched or damaged by harder 
material filaments.

The above-mentioned filament 
materials can be used on a range of 
materials but there are a few surfaces 
that these composite filaments are 
highly suitable for.

SiC > Steel, Stainless steel and 
Aluminium
AO > Aluminium
CO > Steel and hard non-ferrous metals 
such as titanium, bronze and cobalt
DIA > Hard non-ferrous metals and cast 
iron
Nylon > Plastic

Application in robotics
The Pferd composite filament 

brushes are suitable for a variety of 
applications simply because their 

variable clamping options allow suitability on many different 
drive systems, including robots. The distinct advantage of 
robotic applications is that a workpiece can be produced and 
finished on the same machine resulting in less manual work 

and consistent results can 
be achieved time after time 
in shorter cycles.

Pferd’s range of filament 
brushes come in a variety of 
shapes and sizes including 
wheel, disc, and shank-
mounted brushes as well 
as with different grains and 
grits available for a host of 
different applications.

Pferd is available to 
assess your application 
and provide you with the 

optimum product and machine combination to ensure the 
ideal and most cost effective solution.

For further information contact Pferd South Africa  
on TEL: 011 230 4000, email info@pferd.co.za /  
sales@pferd.co.za or visit www.pferd.com.

Composite filament brushes  
from Pferd
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Tapmatic’s new deburring tool for CNC machines, the 
DeBurr-Z floating deburring tool, will deburr it while you 
make it, eliminate secondary operations, is fast and 

offers consistent deburring, floats in compression and has an 
extension for top edge and underside edges, even when these 
are not clearly defined.

With its internal tension-compression mechanism, the 
DeBurr-Z deburrs both sides of a workpiece and internal hole 
intersections, even where surface heights vary.

The DeBurr-Z floats in the Z-axis, working in compression 
when deburring the top edges of a workpiece and in extension 
for deburring the underside. There’s also an adjustable 
force setting, allowing operators to compensate for different 
materials and cut depths, and the DeBurr-Z accepts various 
burrs and chamfer tools.

The DeBurr-Z can be used with spherical and angular 

shaped burrs 
made from HSS or carbide in a variety of sizes and tooth 
patterns. These are available from different manufacturers. 
Tapmatic offers special carbide burrs for topside and 
underside edge deburring. They also include a sharp point 
that can be used for engraving.. They can be used for a variety 
of materials including steel, aluminium and cast iron.

Deburring on a CNC machine tool provides far more 
consistent results than manual deburring methods. It allows 
you to deburr parts even when the edges aren’t well-defined, 
as with castings or in cross-hole applications. Best of all, it 
frees the operator to go do more important work.

For further information contact Duncan Macdonald & 
Company on TEL: 011 444-4345 or visit www.macduck.co.za 
or visit www.tapmatic.com

Deburr it while you make 
it – Tapmatic DeBurr-Z

Iscar continues to add to its lines of 
cutting tools that are appropriate for a 
wide range of applications including die 

and mould making. Logiq-4-Feed tools, a 
family of small-diameter, fast-feed milling 
tools, for example, features narrow, bone-
shaped, double-sided inserts with four 
cutting edges. The family is designed 
for roughing operations, especially when 
machining deep cavities like those typically 
found in mould making.

The bone-shaped insert has four 
indexable cutting edges. Each edge 
comprises two edge sections - a major cutting edge and a 
minor cutting edge.

The tool features a 17˚cutting edge angle, ramping down 
capability, a positive axial rake angle and a 1.8mm radius for 
programming ensuring a fine pitch due to the narrow insert 
width as well as very firm insert clamping. Coolant holes are 
directed to each individual cutting edge for an efficient cooling 
effect, while polish coating on the cutter’s body provides 
better chip flow and protection from corrosion and wear. 

The FFX4 XNMU 040310 insert is double-sided with four 
cutting edges, providing a 0.8mm maximum depth of cut 
and a high positive rake angle for easy cut. Two types of 
cutting geometries facilitate optimal machining of different 
materials: “T” for steel, ferritic and martensitic stainless steel 

and hardened steel, and “HP” for austenitic 
stainless steel and high temperature alloys. 

The FFX4 ED endmills are supplied 
in 12,16 ,20 ,25 and 32mm diameters 
for cylindrical and Weldon shank types. 
The FFX4 ED-MM is a 16mm diameter 
interchangeable milling head with Multi-
Master adaptation. The FFX4 ED-M are 
interchangeable milling heads with Flexfit 
adaptation in 20, 25, 32 and 35mm 
diameters. The FFX4 FD face mills come in 
32 and 40 mm diameters. 

The Logiq-4-Feed tools narrow insert 
design allows for a higher tooth density, while a larger core 
diameter on the cutter body adds extra strength and rigidity. 
The cutter bodies all have through-coolant with pinpointed 
holes aimed directly at the cutting edge and have a polished 
coating for wear resistance and superior chip flow.

The tools provide high metal removal rates and are 
produced from Iscar’s latest Sumotec carbide grades to 
ensure high productivity. Suitable for machining the main 
types of workpiece materials, the Logiq-4-Feed tools offer an 
optimal solution for roughing operations in the die and mould 
industry (machining narrow cavities), general engineering, and 
the aerospace industry.

For further details contact Iscar South Africa on  
TEL: 011 997 2700 or visit www.iscar.com

Iscar’s Logiq-4-Feed small diameter  
fast feed tools carrying inserts with  

four cutting edges
Tools for fast-feed milling, roughing.
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InnovMetric releases PolyWorks 
Metrology Suite 2021
InnovMetric has announced the launch of 

PolyWorks MS 2021, the latest release of 
its 3D dimensional analysis and quality 

control solution. PolyWorks MS 2021 
delivers powerful curved surface analysis 
tools, transforms the measurement operator 
experience, and facilitates the deployment 
of PolyWorks|Inspector as a standard offline 
CNC CMM sequencing solution.

PolyWorks MS 2021’s curved surface analysis toolbox 
offers a built-in isotropic surface defect detection technology 
that identifies anomalies such as bumps, dents, scratches, 
and cavities directly on scanned data, without the need for 
a reference CAD model. Leveraging the Microsoft HoloLens 
mixed reality devices, this new major release provides digital 
gauging operators with automatic mixed reality photo capture 
to ensure measurement traceability and accelerates assembly 
building through on-screen guidance powered by holograms.

PolyWorks MS 2021 also offers users a more 
comprehensive offline CNC CMM sequencing solution thanks 
to the increased intelligence of its assisted sequencing 
technology, enhanced support for CMM components from all 
major brands, and a DMIS exporter.

PolyWorks MS 2021 leverages new and emerging 
technologies that optimize the performance and usability 
of the company’s solutions while interconnecting to more 
3rd-party solutions than ever before. With the addition 
of innovative dimensional analysis tools that boost user 
productivity, the integration of mixed reality technology 
in standard 3D measurement workflows, and significant 
enhancements to the offline CNC CMM solution that provides 
revolutionary measurement sequencing 
capabilities, PolyWorks MS 2021 fulfils a 
promise to keep delivering high-value solutions.

Curved surface analysis toolbox
With this latest PolyWorks MS release, 

users benefit from powerful tools to make 
quick work of analysing the quality of a wide 
variety of curved surfaces. Bumps, scratches, 

dents, and cavities in curved or planar 
surfaces of scans can be located using the 
isotropic surface defects colour map tool.

2D sheet metal cut-outs can be fully 
inspected with the GD&T Line Profile tool 
and sections of extruded or lofted parts can 
be analysed using the GD&T Line Profile 
tool.

The area of greatest deviation on high-
precision contact surfaces, such as flanges, can be found 
using the local flatness tool. Flush and gap measurements 
are possible on assembled vehicles, even when certain areas 
cannot be measured, by extrapolating measured data using 
CAD models.

Enhanced measurement operator experience
Manufacturing organisations can increase the efficiency 

and repeatability of their 3D measurement operations thanks 
to technological aids added to measurement processes such 
as digital gauging traceability is available by capturing and 
automatically storing a mixed reality photo when measuring a 
dimension with a digital gauge.

Digital readouts, axial deviations, and guidance arrows 
can be displayed as holograms in the operator’s view to help 
precisely position a machine, a tool, or a fixture. Measurement 
operations can seamlessly incorporate other digital enterprise 
solutions by using macro scripts that self-trigger before or 
after certain operations are executed.

Hexagon and Zeiss inferred probe heads and laser 
scanners are available in the hardware catalogues when 
creating a sequence offline. PolyWorks MS CNC CMM 

measurement sequences are exportable to 
a standard DMIS file to accelerate sequence 
creation in legacy CMM software

PolyWorks MS 2021 is available for 
download or through InnovMetric’s PolyWorks 
reseller network.

For further details contact PolyWorks 
South Africa on 079 754 4578 or visit  
www.polyworkssouthafrica.co.za

Hypertherm, a U.S. based manufacturer of industrial 
cutting systems and software, has announced the 
release of Rotary Tube Pro™ 3, a major version update 

of its tube and pipe cutting software for machines with a 
rotary axis. This new release contains new features and 
enhancements making it easy to design and cut tube parts. 

These features include common line cutting which allows 
operators to cut two or more parts so that they share at least 
one common line with one another. This provides greater 
material utilisation and better consumable life. Costing for 
parts, nests and jobs to include factors such as consumable 
wear, machine operating cost, labour costs and electricity.

Another feature is auto-select of material so operators 

can enter basic material descriptions in settings and 
automatically map to available materials. With this feature, 
operators no longer need to separately pick a material and 
thickness once a tube size and wall thickness is selected.

“With Rotary Tube Pro 3 we’ve responded to our customer 
base with features and enhancements that we believe take a 
big step forward,” explained Steve Bertken, Product Manager 
for Hypertherm CAD/CAM software products. 

“With common line cutting, users now have the ability 
to completely eliminate scrap between parts, potentially 
reducing their material costs and achieving better overall 
efficiency.”

For further details visit www.hypertherm.com

Hypertherm announces  
release of Rotary Tube Pro 3
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The recently released Maxi-
Rush product line is known 
for its minimised set-up 

time due to the  easy indexable 
head replacement with high 
rigidity. This enables excellent 
machining precision. 

The innovative head 
changeable type solid carbide 
end mill, launched under 
the brand name Maxi-Rush, 
replaced most of the existing 
conventional solid end mills 
machining range. The line is 
a new high productivity tooling solution offering outstanding 
advantages.

Superior performance is the result along with quick and 
easy indexable heads which reduce set up time and improve 
customer productivity. The Maxi-Rush line is offered in many 
head types covering all applications. They also come in steel, 
carbide and tungsten shank holders in various lengths that 
can be combined to provide the widest flexibility in tooling 
solutions.

TaeguTec has expanded the Maxi-Rush tool line
The Maxi-Rush tool series is an innovative line of hard-

alloy end cutters with 
removable heads. The 
main advantage of this 
series is quick preparation 
for work thanks to easy 
replacement of the indexed 
head.

The product is available 
in a wide variety of 
indexable head types and 
shank types as well as 
various shapes and lengths 
such as straight shanks 
with neck and taper neck 

in various materials such as steel, carbide and tungsten. The 
Maxi-Rush line is offered in many head types covering all 
applications. They also come in steel, carbide and tungsten 
shank holders in various lengths that can be combined to 
provide the widest flexibility in tooling solutions.

Whether you are roughing, finishing, milling, spot drilling, 
chamfering, countersinking, centre drilling or slotting Maxi-
Rush has a solution for you. With this expansion of the Maxi-
Rush line, customers now have a wider operation range to 
choose from.

For more information contact TaeguTec SA on  
TEL: 011 362 1500 or visit www.taegutec.com

TaeguTec’s innovative indexable 
head solid carbide end mill type, the  
Maxi-Rush line, has been expanded

Hexagon’s Manufacturing 
Intelligence division has 
launched a wireless 

multi-sensor laser scanner with 
metrology levels of precision, 
designed specifically to work 
inside CNC machine tools.

The m&h LS-R-4.8 can 
capture around 40 000 
measurement points a second 
- compared to the status quo 
of taking individual points with 
traditional touch probes - and securely transmits the data to 
the receiver, via radio, which enables operators to change the 
sensor automatically without manual intervention.

Measuring on the machine tool, whether for workpiece 
inspection, temperature, or tool control, is a valuable source 
of information in the machining process. With this data, 
workpieces can be controlled before, or even in between, 
machining. In this way the quality of products can be assured, 
and measurement results used to flexibly improve production 
– for example through automatic part alignment. These small 

improvements accumulate to improve 
production efficiency.

The wireless scanner will 
remove bottlenecks by taking 
inline measurement for in-process 
enhancements away from CMM 
machines. In modern production, 
manufacturing often must stop 
until the results come in. This new 
wireless laser scanner provides quick 
measurement on the machine tool, 
and the results are quickly sent to 

relevant areas of the production, such as quality engineers or 
production managers.

Capturing 40 000 measurement points a second provides 
information about the complete part, rather than just selected 
individual points. This enables users to evaluate production 
quality, enhance production processes by identifying problems 
early, better align the parts for steps later in the workflow, and 
an insight into the complete part quality.

For further details contact WD Hearn Machine Tools on 
TEL: 021 5345351 or visit www.wdhearn.co.za

Hexagon unveils wireless laser scanner 
for on-machine part measurement
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Widia has announced the release of a new 
MS geometry insert for the brand’s best-
selling Top Drill Modular X (TDMX) drill. With 

the MS geometry expansion, the TDMX platform now 
offers three material-specific inserts, broadening the 
platform’s application capabilities to include inclined 
entry and exit, stacked plates and cross-hole drilling 
in stainless steel, super alloys, steel and cast iron 
materials.

“The launch of the MS geometry insert for our 
TDMX portfolio gives customers a versatile tool for 
multiple workpiece materials and applications,” 
said Ashokkumar D., Widia Global Portfolio 
Manager. 

“This new MS geometry is designed to perform 
in different types of stainless steels and super 
alloys making it an ideal choice for customers looking for 
excellent stability and reliability in general engineering and 
energy machining operations.”

In a recent customer test, the TDMX body, paired 
with the new MS geometry insert, achieved a 60 per cent 

increase in tool life versus competing solutions 
while machining a 13-8 Hyper Chrome 110 KSI 
workpiece material at 3XD with a cutting speed  
of 75m/min.

The drill’s “X”-shaped pocket, and tapered 
seat provide stability in challenging applications 
while making it easy to change out the insert 
without disassembling the body from the holder. 
These key design features reduce unstable 
cutting conditions experienced with other drills 
commonly available in the market today, while 
enabling higher penetration rates and reducing 
overall machine set up times and costs.

All three inserts can be reground to extend  
the life of the tool. TDMX is available in both

imperial and metric sizes in 1.5xD, 3xD, 5xD, 
8xD, 12xD and diameter ranges 16mm to 40mm. 

For more information contact Widatech on  
TEL: +27 11 450 2108, email: info@widatech.co.za or  
visit www.widatech.co.za

Widia expands Top Drill Modular X 
(TDMX) drill platform to machine  
stainless steel and super alloys
New MS geometry delivers stable modular drilling for general engineering and  
energy applications.

United Grinding’s Digital Solutions 
app and software can facilitate 
process optimisation and simplify 

maintenance tasks through monitoring 
and conference capability, respectively.

In response to the lockdowns of the 
coronavirus pandemic, the United Grinding 
Group has increasingly used technology 
to support its worldwide customer base 
and keep machines running with minimal 
downtime.

United Grinding’s Digital Solutions encompass three main 
offerings: Production monitoring, service monitoring and 
remote service. The first two help customers track production. 
For example, highlighting when maintenance work is required 
and where problems may arise in production. Remote service 
uses United Grinding’s Conference Centre app and technology 
to conduct video and voice chat with help desks.

One example of remote service in action concerns 
machines’ backup batteries. The batteries maintain the power 
supply of a control system in the event of a power failure, and 
require occasional changes. The machine operator receives 
a notice on the operating panel about replacing the backup 

battery when the time for replacement 
nears, with the production manager also 
seeing the message on the production 
monitor. United Grinding’s customer 
cockpit provides the user manual and 
installation instructions for the machine 
in question, but the operator or manager 
can also send a service request directly 
through the Digital Solutions app.

From there, United Grinding employees 
can provide live tips and hints to the 

service technician through the conference centre. The 
whiteboard function supports image sharing, and the helpline 
technician can draw markers directly into images.

“There were 2 500 demands for remote service during 
2020,” says Neil Whittingham, sales director at United 
Grinding subsidiary Walter Ewag UK.

United Grinding points out that its digital solutions can 
increase the effectiveness of more than just repairs. The 
production and service monitors can benefit remote process 
optimisation. 

For further details contact Retecon on TEL: 011 976 8600 
or visit www.retecon.co.za

United Grinding’s digital solutions  
aid maintenance and more
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Kennametal has introduced 
the FBX drill for flat-
bottom drilling of structural 

aerospace parts. The patented 
FBX drill delivers superior 
stability and up to 200 percent 
higher metal removal rates when 
machining high temperature 
alloys, stainless steel, and other 
materials. The new modular drill 
is the critical first step in a three-
part tooling concept including 
the HARVI Ultra 8X and the HARVI end mill series, specifically 
designed by Kennametal to decrease cycle time for these types 
of applications.

Quickly removing large amounts of material remains a 
challenge for these types of components. Traditionally, the 
first process step is to enter the material by using ramping 
techniques. This is a time-consuming process and low metal 
removal rates are the norm.

“The FBX drill dramatically speeds up the machining 
process by combining the advantages of a flat bottom drill and 
a Z-axis plunge mill. The flat bottom design eliminates radial 
forces while four effective cutting edges provide increased 
feed and speed rates, leading to up to 200 per cent higher 
metal removal rates than traditional ramping techniques and 
freeing up capacity for aerospace manufacturers,” says Georg 
Roth, Product Manager, Kennametal.

Once the drill has shaped the basic structure of the 

component, roughing and finishing 
with indexable and solid end mills 
are the next process steps.

Unique design features
Four effective cutting edges 

provide stability in challenging 
applications like chain hole 
drilling, while large chip flutes 
ensure a hassle-free chip 
evacuation. Supported by a series 
of exchangeable coolant nozzles 

to help eliminate heat build-up, the drill point is characterised 
by a centre insert with two effective cutting edges and chip 
splitters for maximum feed capabilities. The drill bodies are 
available in diameters 60, 75, and 90mm, and come in a 
long and short version (150mm and 95mm). This modular 
drill connects to Kennametal’s bolt taper flange (BTF) mount 
adapters, available in various spindle connection styles.

Versatility and performance in one tool
The FBX is ideally suited for drilling into solid, chain hole 

drilling and plunging in a variety of materials such as high 
temperature alloys, stainless steel, and steels and cast 
irons. It is equally as versatile and high performing in similar 
applications for the general engineering and power generation 
markets.

For more information contact Kennametal South Africa on 
TEL: 011 748 9300 or visit www.kennametal.com

Kennametal introduces FBX Drill

Doosan Machine Tools has 
recently launched the VX 
series of vertical machining 

centers. The lineup consists of 
the VX 6500G, which is optimised 
for graphite processing and the 
VX 6500C, which is optimised for 
ceramic processing. Equipped 
with a dual-column structure, 
the series provides unrivalled 
processing performance. High-
precision processing has been 
enhanced with the adoption as standard features of a newly 
developed low-noise, high-precision spindle and a range of 
peripheral devices in order to deliver the highest level of 
performance in graphite and ceramic processing.

Designed to optimise the high-precision dual column 
mechanical structure the machines are equipped with a 
stable, symmetrical, dual-column mechanical structure 
optimised for high-speed feed and high-precision processing. 
The VX 6500G (graphic) and the VX 6500C (ceramic) boast 
a travel distance (X/Y/Z) of 1 050/650/550mm and a rapid 
traverse speed (X/Y/Z) of 30/30/30m/m, guaranteeing the 
optimal processing of graphite/ceramic shapes requiring 
rigidity, high-speed and high-precision.

Thanks to the adoption of a 
newly developed low-noise, low-
vibration spindle, the series has 
a maximum direct drive spindle 
speed of 12 000 r/min {Option 
built-in type 20 000, 30 000 r/
min}, spindle motor output of 18.5 
/11kW and spindle motor torque 
of 117.8 Nm. Reduced vibration 
during cutting extends tool life, 
improves surface roughness, and 
increases the rigidity required to 

sustain high-precision performance.
The series is also equipped with a range of thermal 

displacement reduction functions, including a ball screw 
cover, LM guide double wiper and grease lubrication system 
as standard features to deliver performance and convenience 
optimised for the characteristics of graphite and ceramic 
processing. Notably, the VX 6500G is equipped with a graphite 
dust collection system as a standard feature to prevent 
graphite powder from accumulating in the cabin, while the 
VX 6500C can process chips efficiently with the addition of a 
ceramic filter system as an optional feature.

For further details contact Puma Machine Tools on  
TEL: 011 976 8600 or visit www.pumamachinetools.co.za

Doosan Machine Tools launches VX 
series of vertical machining centers






